►Out of the closet

—/The Eastern

Reality TV comes out of the
closet and into the spotlight
as gay reality shows top the
charts. Will the stereotypes
stick? Check out what psychologists, sociologits and
homosexuals have to sa
say

Progress

ahout the new trend.

f^J www.easternprogress.com
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State campuses see assaults
BY CASSQHORA KJHBV

Editor

Within four days, four women and
one man were assaulted at Eastern
and two other Kentucky universities
— causing school officials to increase
patrol, cover the campus in safety flyers and send out mass e-mails alerting students.
Two of the assaults, at the
University of Kentucky and Eastern,
occurred within two hours of each
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other Tuesday night and were similar. This lead the public safety division of each university to work
together to determine if the attacker
was the same man.
"There's nothing we can see that
connects them. There are some similarities, but there are a lot of dissimilarities too," said Tom Lindquist,
director of Eastern's Division of
Public Safety. The victim at UK can't
identify our composite — there's really nothing we have that will link the

two at this point."
The first attack occurred between
9-10 p.m. Aug. 26 at UK. According to
an e-mail sent to students at the
school by UK Police Chief Fred Otto,
a 19-year-old female student was sexually abused in a parking lot at the
corner of Woodland and Columbia
avenues near the William T Young
Library. The suspect approached her
from behind as she was walking

Eastern's alleged
attacker
The suspect is a white male;
22 to 25 years old. He is 5 feet 'i
inches to 5 feel 7 inches tail with
a medium build and fair complexion.
He has short brown hair parted to the side with a goatee and
sideburns. Last seen he was
wearing a while T-shirt. khaki
pants, and gray and white tennis
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Housing
gains
more
students

Visions of

BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

Photos by Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Battle of Richmond reenactors gathered at Pleasant View Herndon Farm tor the second annual Battle of Richmond during this weekend's celebration

3 Battle of Richmond
attracts community
BY KATIE WEITKAMP

Managing editor

Rebecca Vincent, a senior elementary education major, holds an infant at the
Battle ot Richmond reenactment over the weekend. Vincent sold pottery she
made in a class at Eastern.

The Confederacy won — at least
in Richmond. On Saturday and
Sunday 250 civilians dressed in Civil
War garb to participate in the second
annual Battle of Richmond
Reenactment.
The weekend event drew history
buffs from all over the United States
and allowed the community to interact with history.
Nathan Napier, a senior history
major, went to the reenactment as a
spectator and left as a participant.
"Tou get a totally different impres
sion when you're looking down a gun
than you do when you watch from
the sidelines," Napier said.
He said that following his experience in Richmond he plans on joining a reenactment group. The
Confederacy group that participated
in Richmond is planning on doing a
reenactment in Michigan next;
Napier hopes to be able to stay with
the group.
He said it was easy to join the
group, all he had to do was tell someone he was interested. Once he did.
he was given a spare uniform and
participated on the second day.
On the second day. however.
there was a lack of Union soldiers.
Napier said. Many people participating in reenactments purchase uni-

forms representing both armies so
they can fill in when soldiers for the
other side are needed, which is what
happened during the weekend.
The other reenactors said ii wasn't one of the better events the) had
been to. but I personally thought it
went well." Napier said.
Rebecca Vincent. a senior elementary education major was also able lo
participate in the activities. Iliis was
her second year to participate in the
Battle of Richmond reenactment.
She was able lo sell pottery that
she made in an independent studj
class in art.
"I did pretty well," Vincent said.
"My pottery began to really look like
the pieces from the time period and
city I studied."
She was impressed with the crowd.
but not the rain. She has been
involved with other reenactments.
including the Battle o! IVrryvilli. and
has been successful with her potter)
sales.
The Battle of Richmond took plait
Aug. 29-30. 1862. The reenactment
was held at Pleasant View Herndon
Farm. In the future, the site will be
home to the Battlefield Park and
Battle HI Richmond Visitor's Center
and Museum

Crowded elevators, busy bathrooms
and a wait to do laundry can mean only
one thing — residence hall head
counts are up.
The Office of Enrollment
Management is projecting an increase
in enrollment by nearly -NHI students
compared to last year With the number of students trekking across "The
Campus Beautiful" on the rise, so i> the
number of students opting to call one
of Eastern's residence halls home.
Housing and Resident lite Director
Kenna Middleton stated housing numbers are up aboul 170 students over
last year.
"(The increase) made our initial
assignment process a bit tight as we
got to opening day but we — with our
overflow spaces — were able to get
everyone in." she said.
Middleton said she owes this year's
success in early planning.
"We look at enrollment projections
and we also look at what our returning
student base for housing looks like."
she said. "This year our returning studenl numbers are up."
When Housing saw they would be
gaining students this year, they Immediately look action.

"We begin preparing for insuring
that all will have a room in a fall term
by limiting privates or even eliminating
new privates during the room changes
period in the spring for the following
lall." she said We'll also look at where
overflow housing could be located."
Middleton noted another (actor that
allowed all students to get into a room
was the decision to assign students to
rooms located on the lop floor <>i
keen.-Hall.

See HOUSING, A6
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Editor

When Eastern's Board of
Regents convenes for its regular
meeting Saturday it will be discussing expanding options for
teaching and learning at Eastern.
During the meeting, which will
begin at 8:30 a.m. at the Airlington
Association in the dining room, the
Board will hear a newly proposed
lecturership program.
Doug Whitlock, vice president of
administrative affairs, said, currently Eastern has full time non
tenured track faculty positions that

are identified as visiting professors
to the university.
Under this visiting policy, there
is a limit on the number of years
these individuals are allowed to
remain with the university. Even if
they are wonderful professors and
the university wants to keep them
on board to teach, they must leave.
The newly proposed lecturership program will allow the university to bring in instructors
under a new category other than
visiting, giving the potential for
those instructors to stay longer.
Besides opening more doors for
instructors, the board also will con-

sider offering options for learning
through a faculty/staff tuition waiver.
The waiver addresses the situation Eastern has where its faculty
staff members can take six hours a
semester at Eastern or any other
public institution in the state.
If passed by the Board, this policy also will allow faculty staff members to take six credit hours at
Berea College, a private institution.
This would be a test arrangement
at the undergraduate level only.
Whitlock said.
Along with these items, the
Board also will hear recent person-
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Board of Regents holds first school session's meeting
BY CASSONDRA KIRBY

Bl

nel actions made by Eastern
President Joanne Glasser.
Whitlock said the personnel
actions pertained to the moving
around and naming ol st veral faculty positions at Eastern. This
includes Paul Plain haul, who was
named executive director ol gov
ernment relations: Claire I.. Goode,
who has been named associate vice
president/dean ol students; Cheryl
Harris, who has been named university counsel. Amanda Woods,
who has been named health educa
See REGENTS, \:i
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► Reminder
First home football game
is this Saturday.
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Meal plan offers variety
Hundreds sign^ip for off-campus dining card

New ID numbers
to be distributed
within six months

BY ADAM BAKER

ID cards, banner number will no longer
use Social Security numbers for identification

News editor

With the swipe of a card, students can now charge their
meals at off-campus restaurants
throughout the Richmond area.
A special account offered by Off
Campus Access. Inc.. a Virginiabased company not associated
with the university, is available
now.
The company began advertising last year for the new program called the Colonel Meal
I1an. According to Off Campus
Access Regional Director Mike
DolezaL the company provides
similar meal plans to 23 colleges
nationwide.
Dolezal stated Easterns version of the service was
launched Aug. 20.
"Students were able to use
their card the first day ol class
es," he said. "In the future students will be able to use their
card whenever restaurants are
open."
The Colonel Meal Plan acts
much like an ordinary debit
i card. Students may choose
from four different start-up"
plans. As stated on the Colonel
Meal Plan Web site, the plans
range from $1200 for the "average eater" to $300 for tile "occasional eater."
After activating the account
and receiving the Colonel Meal
Plan card from Off Campus
Access, students can leave their
wallets behind and dine 'at participating area restaurants without worrying about carrying
cash. Additional funds may be
added to the account at any
time and the balance rolls over
from semester to semester and
year to year.
Dolczal said the launch of
the new program has been "successful."
"The response so far has
been very positive," he said.
"We had a couple hundred Students sign up over the summer
and since move-in weekend
weve had a few dozen students
signing up each day."
According to Dolezal, \{>
Richmond area restaurants
presently accept the new card.
Hi I iifriaiiK-d the company is
continuing its efforts to recruit
additional dining establishments. The company plans to
add new participants each week.

Dinin'Out

BY KATIE WEFTKAMP

The Colonel Meal Plan, offered by Off Campus Access, Inc. is offering
students the opportunity to purchase an off-campus meal plan that can be
used at a variety of Richmond-area restaurants. Below is a list of restaurants
currently participating in the program.

Madison Garden
Silver Diner
O'Charleys
Woody's
Roly Poly
Wyait's
Penn Station
The Landing

• Rally's

• Domino's
• Papa John's
•Almighty Pizza
• Arby's
• Subway
.

Source: www.colonelmealplan.com
Eun-Young You/Progress

"If students want a particular more students will participate
restaurant they should e-mail or as the semester progresses.
call us and also tell the restauDon Rue, one of the owners
rant owner." he said.
of the Subway located on the
Jodi Millsamp, service man- Eastern Bypass said his estabager at O'Charley's, said lishment has processed about
OX 'barleys has been accepting eight orders using the new
the new card for about a week Colonel Meal Plan card.
and a half.
"We've had it (the Colonel
"Hopefully (the Colonel Meal Plan) set up for awhile,"
Mean Plan) will bring in more Rue said. "Really the first one
students being that we're right (Colonel Meal Plan customer)
down the street from the cam- was soon after the students
pus." she said. "Obviously a lot came back."
of times (students) don't have a
Rue explained one problem
lot of extra cash but seeing as with the new card is students do
their parents can put some not understand the program is
money on the card for them, separate from the on-campus
hopefully it will bring them out meal plan offered by the univera lot more to our establish- sity.
ment."
"We're getting a whole kjfcg)
Millsamp said O'Charley's confusion right now from peohas processed five or six of the ple that seem to think they can
new cards since the start of the use their student ID," he said.
program, adding-she hopes "We had to actually turn some

Large 1 topping
& Cheesy Bread

$7.99
Domino's
Pizza

• El Can be
• Arizona Jack's

623-0030

people away because they didn't
have a way to pay."
Dolezal said he understands
there may be confusion about
the new program, but expects it
to decrease as students become
more familiar with it.
"Obviously when a program
is new there may be some confusion," he said. "Our goal is to
minimize that confusion."
The list of restaurants participating in the new off-campus
service ranges from grills to
various specialty and fast food
establishments. For a complete
listing of current restaurants
participating in the Colonel
Meal Plan, visit the company's
Web
site
at
www.colonelmealplan.com.
Reach Adam at
adam_baker38@eku. edu

THE BOTANY BAY
• Large selection
of body jewelry
• New age gifts
• Stickers, smoking
accessories, & more!
Porter Plaza • Just oft I-7S at exit 87
Behind Suzuki on The Bypass

11-7Mon-Sat 623_4367

Managing editor
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Identity theft is often the furthest thing from most college
students minds, but if students
received their identification
cards from Eastern more than
two years ago, identity theft
might weigh a little more heavily
on their thoughts.
Currently Eastern students
use their Social Security number
for their college identification
number, however a committee is
planning to change that within
the next six months.
"I'm very sensitive to the
accessibility (to Social Security
numbers) and the need to protect privacy," said Lyle Cook,
provost and vice president for
academic affairs.
Cook said the banner system,
which is used by students and
faculty, runs off of social security
numbers now and will continue
to do so, but in the future it will
be transparent to the user.
Students and faculty will be
assigned an identification number, however how that number
will be determined is still not
known. That number will connect through a computer to a
Social Security number, where
information about a student will
be stored.
There will be a very limited
number of people with access to
Social Security numbers," Cook
said. "It won't be apparent that
Social Security numbers are
used."
Cook compared the system
with how bank systems work.
He said the number will be used
in the banner system, for meal
plans and in the future possible
locking systems for residence
halls.
While student identification
cards now have full or partial
Social Security numbers, in the
future the new numbers will be
on diem.
"We are in the process of
putting together a group to
implement the transition from
Social Security numbers as ID
numbers," said Doug Whidock
vice president for administrative
affairs.

I'm very
sensitive to the
accessibility (to
Social Security
numbers) and
the need to
protect privacy.
—Lyle Cook
provost and vice president
for academic affairs

»
Cook said work is starting as
soon as possible to make the
change, which could take up to
six months to get the new identification numbers worked out.
Cook said while many people
were aware of the risk with having Social Security numbers on
student identification and as a
means to access records on the
Internet, he did not hear too
many complaints.
"People at Eastern don't complain," Cook said. "We are aware
of the liability and needed to
move away as quickly as we
can."
But the change is welcome
with many students.
"I think it's great," said
Kimberly Wethington, a junior
from London. "It's so easy to get
a hold of a person's Social
Security number. It puts your
personal security at stake."
Changing student identification numbers will cause a
change in the registration
process, but since banner has
been up and running for a couple years, the change should be
smooth. Cook said.
When identification numbers
change, faculty, staff and students will need to get new II)
cards, however how the new
numbers will be distributed is
not yet known.
Reach Katie at
katherine_weitkamt(teku.edu

Musicians & Music Students
BWI, a leader in the distribution of Print and Audiovisual
materials to Public Libraries currently has full or part time
positions open for candidates knowledgeable in classical,
modem, jazz, rock and other music in our Audiovisual
Cataloging department in Lexington.
Please submit resumes or apply in person:
BWI
184.7 Mercer Road • Lexington, KY 40511
Candy Scott, HR. Coordinator
cscottfl) bwibooks.com
0859)231-9789
(800)888-6319 EEO

Alpha Omicron
welcomes our beautiful
new members of Fall 2003
Ashley Barker

Natalie Smith

Danielle Davis

Jessica Stepaniok

Kristen Fischer

Elizabeth Tipton

Natalie Fowles

Kelly Thompson

Rachel Harris
Jennifer Leedy
Nicole Missig

Craving a great sandwich ?
Want to keep yourprecious
parking place?

Jennifer Whitehouse
Becky Whitworth
Lauren Williams
Stefany Vaughn

Brandy Payne
Marielle Peck
Heather Shanks
Emily Sickle
Allison Smith

attach-in-an-insfnnt hair

add,tionsfrom

HAILWEAP

Now Available at

Merle Norman
Carriage Gate Shopping Center
839 Eastern Bypass Y Richmond, KY
(859) 624- 9825
Hours: 10 am - 7 p.m. Mon - Sat (closed Sunday)
Me*tt Norman Cosmettca StjfJos r\ave Men ndepenoentry ownea and operated s«nce '93

«SUBW.W*

We Deliver!
On the corner of Water St. and Second St.
D«Nv*ry Hour*
Moo -Sat. 11 a.m -11 p.m
Sun 12 noon - 10pm
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ASSAULT: Eastern and University of
Kentucky officials work together
From Page Al
through the parking lot.
according to the e-mail. The
suspect is male, white, about 6
feet tall, approximately 230
pounds and 20-30 years of age.
He has short, light brown or
blonde hair and was wearing a
red shirt and denim pants. The
victim described the suspect as
muscular.
The woman, who suffered
minor bruising, was able to
fight the attacker off causing
him to flee the area.
About an hour after the
attack at UK, a student at
Eastern reported that she was
attacked while jogging north
on University Drive. At the
intersection of Crabbe Street,
someone yelled at her, she
reported. The victim told
Eastern police that she
thought it was someone she
knew and said she stopped jogging as the male approached
her.
After the attacker questioned her about whether she
attended Eastern and what

year she was. she then tried to
jog away. However, according
to the police report, after she
took four or five steps the male
grabbed the back of her shirt
and started pulling her into the
bushes near the Burrier
Building.
According to the report,
she started to pull away from
the male, but he then grabbed
her shorts and attempted to
pull them down. The victim
yelled at the attacker, pulled
away and hit him in the face.
The male let her go and she
ran back to her residence hall.
Police are looking for a male
about 5 feet 6 inches, 22 to 25
years old with short brown
hair, sideburns and a goatee.
Although Lindquist says public
safety has followed many leads
in the case, none have led
police to the attacker.
"We've had a lot of people
provide information to us —
people that have seen the composite and have people they
think it looks like," Lindquist
said. "So. we've been following
a number of leads but right

now none of them have panned
out."
Other assaults
Along with the female who
was assaulted while jogging,
between 10:30 p.m. and 10:45
p.m. on Aug. 22 another female
student reported an unknown
person entered her Dupree
Hall dorm room and struck
her on the back with a baseball
bat. No injury was observed
and the complainant refused
medical attention. The incident
is still under investigation.
The same day, a male student at Eastern reported he
was assaulted just before 3
a.m. by three men.
"The individual knew the
attackers," Lindquist said.
"There were words exchanged
between the victim and three
attackers and there was a fight
that resulted."
According to a news release
from Western Kentucky
University, on Aug. 23, a
woman reported being raped
at Barnes-Campbell Hall, a
dorm that houses men and

44
There's nothing
we can see that
connects them,
there are some
similarities, but
there are a lot of
dissimilarities
too.
—Tom Lindquist
Director of public safety

»
women.
After police interviewed the
student, she was taken to the
Medical Center at Bowling
Green for examination.
Western Police Chief Bob
Deane said a male student was
questioned in the case, according to the release, then arrested for alcohol intoxication. He
has-not been charged in connection with the reported rape.
Reach Cassandra at
cassondra Jtirby8@eku. edu

Students learn to take safety seriously
BY CASSONDRA KWBY

Editor
Before the recent assaults
on campus, Kari Santo, a
resident assistant in Dupree
Hall, used to walk across
campus by herself after dark
— now she takes someone
with her.
"My girls, we've all talked
about it — walking in
groups, in lighted areas and
other safety precautions,"
Santo said.
Santo and the other RAs
in Dupree are even going to
offer a self defense class for
female residents in the co-ed
dorm to learn more about
protecting themselves and
safety precautions to take

when walking alone on campus.
Along with Dupree. other
residence halls held meetings after a female student
was assaulted when jogging
on campus last week. The
meeting encouraged students not to walk alone, use
the campus night shuttle,
walk on populated, well lit
streets and paths and to
always be aware of their surroundings among other
things.
The campus residence
halls' staff are not the only
group on campus working to
express the importance of
personal safety.
After the attack, public
safety sent a mass e-mail to

the campus community containing a composite drawing
of the attacker that reportedly assaulted an Eastern
student. Also, safety tips
were posted on its Web site.
"I sent a bulletin to people and posted it in the
dorms containing the attacker's composite and other
additional tips that people
can take to protect themselves," Tom Lindquist,
director of public safety
said.
"There are some good
valuable information there
that can help people protect
themselves against becoming a victim."
We are just trying to keep
as much a visible presence

CHURCH DIRECTORY
Wednesday Worship: 6:15 p.m.

Abundant ■ if. Ministries

Web page:wildcatbluc.com'use

17(15 FrvincRd
ul.i".-v for all ages tk
nurseries available)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday school: 10 a.m.
Sun. Morning Worship. 11 a.m.
Sun. livening Worship: 6 p.m.
Wednesday evening: 7 p.m.
Radio Services. Weekdays ul 1:30 p.m.
on WCBR 1110 AM

Van rides available on or off campus.
Contact church & leave message.)

\

Bis Hill Avenue Christian
129 Big Hill Ave
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-62 J-6600 (answering
machine)
Sunday School: 9:43 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m.
levelling Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Christ meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed
above tor transportation to meetings.
i li'ii.h "I ( lin-i

461 Tobiano (in Brooklinc Sub. off
Cioggins Lane - West side 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m.. 10:20 a.m.. 6 p.m.
College Bible Study
Wednesdays. 7 p.m.
Rale: 624-22IX or 985-1924

SI US-7: JO p.m. al BSD Center.
Supper and Bible Study
First Presbyterian Church (PCUSA)

330 W Maiii St.
Phone: X59-62.J-5.J23
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Weekly Bible Study: Monday. 10 a.m..
in the Church Parlor
Family Night Supper: (weekly and
free!) Wednesday. 6 p.m.. in the
Fellowship Hall.'
Kkhmand First Church of the
NassjtM
136 Aspen Ave.
Phone: X59-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Morning Worship: 10:40 a.m.
Sunday evening: 6 p.m.
Wednesday: 7 p.m.
Bible Study,
Youth. College & Career. Children s
Programs
St. Stephen Catholic Newman Center
405 University Dr.
Phone: 859-623-9400
Sunday Mass: 5 p.m.
Sunday Supper: 6 p.m. (SI.00)
Newman Night for all students:
Wed. 9 p.m.

as we possibly can out there
and patrol as much area as
we possibly can," he said.
Although Lindquist said
public safety is working to
be visible as often as possible, he said others must
realize they can only do so
much and students need to
do their part in being safe.
"All of us have roles to
play in keeping our campus
safe," Eastern President
Joanne Glasser said. "Please
follow the advice provided
and immediately report anything suspicious to public
safety."
Reach Cassondra at
cassondra JtirbyHrteku. edu

First Christian Church
Main and Lancaster St.
Phone: 859-623-4383
Early Worship 8:40 a.m.
Church School 9:40 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:40 a.m.
EKU Christian Connection
(for all students)
Tuesday 9 p.m.

From Page Al
lor; Jim Clark, who IIHS been
named liaison for the College
of Justice and Safety, and
Ixiura Koppes. who has been
named acting vice president
for institutional effectiveness
"Essentially, this item on
the agenda is about the routine sorts of things (Glasser)
has acted on since the last
board meeting, Whitlock
said.
"The president has standing authorization from the
board to act on certain personnel matters between
board meetings and then
bring those to the Board for
its confirmation."
The Board will also look at
removing the policy of the six
grade replacement limit, an
amendment to the capital
plan, policy to discretionary
expenditures, the (iramm.
Leach Bliley Act security plan
and a policy on leased space.
During the meeting, the
Board also will discuss several items including a construe-

1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8.30 u.m
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday C ontemporary Worship: 11 a.m.

Kirsl Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone. X59-624-9X7X
Sunday School: 9*30 a.m.
Sunday Worship: X:27 a.m.. 10:45 a.m.
& <■• JO p.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer and cell
groups: 7-00 p.m.
College age fellowship activities. Fall
and Spring Retreat
tor fnM transportation to Sunday service* call 859-624-9X78.

M CM side Christian Church
End of Bcnnington O. (across from
Arlington)
Mailing address: 1432 Fairlanc Dr.
Phone: 859-623-0382
Sundoy School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 1045 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study:

First Baptist (hurch
Corner <>f Francis A < 'ollins street

WO Francis St.
Robert R Blythe, Pastor
Phone: 859-624-2045
Sunday School: W0 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study: 7 p.m. (classes
tor all ages).
1st Friday Prayer Circle: noon

First Baptist Church
(«() W Main at I ancasler Avc.
Phone 859-623-4028

Sunday School: 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 8:J0 a.m.. 11 am A
6 p.m.

lion and project update, university budget planning and
an update on external support.
The Board will hear the
construction update from
James Street, director of
facilities services. Regents
will be informed about the
status of the Combs Hall renovation,
Business
and
Technology Complex and the
Fitness and Wellness Center,
among others.
The Board also will be
swearing in Regents Kristina
O'Brien,
Orson
Oliver,
Cynthia Rogers and David
Williams.
Reach Cassondra at
cassondra _kirby8@eku. edu

Use the shuttle bus service.
Be aware of other people around you, stay alert.
Do not walk alone.
Inform the person whom you intend to visit of your expected time of arrival.
Be brief and business-like with strangers that stop you for
directions Do not feel you have to be polite to those who
annoy you on the street, in a bar or at a party. The more
self-confident, strong and assertive you appear, the less
likely you are to be considered a target.
If you are a witness or a victim to voyeurs or exhibitionists,
notify the University Police immediately.
If you are a victim of any crime, notify the University Police
immediately.
Familiarize yourself with the local community in which you
now live
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Tuesday, Sept. 9th
6:00pm
vs.
Dayton

7 p.m.

Transportation available
Unitarian-Universalist Fellowship
a liberal, ethically based religion which
encourages the individual pursuit of
religious truth outside the confines of a
particular doctrine. Aduh service, youth
program, and preschool care:
Sunday: 10:45 a.m. at 209 St.Cieorue
Street. For more information
log on to our website:
vsww.gcocities.com'madisoncountyuu.
or call 925-4900 or 623-4614.

Alumni Coliseum

JISSpanglerDr.
(behind Pi«a hut off the I
Richmond. Ky. 40475
Worship at 9:50 a.m.
Sunday School al 11:10 a.m.
Pastor Curt Gardner
Phone: X59624-X9IO

mmmmmi

Wharf): Arlington
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11st Friday of each month)

WlMII: 8:30 a.m. Saturday

On campus sexual assault
safety tips from public
safety's Web site

SI. Ihamas Lutheran (hurch

Episcopal Church af Our Saviour
2323 I exington Rd. (U.S. 25 N.I
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8: JO a.m. and 11 a.m.
\dlllt I dm .11 ion 9: JO a.m.

Board of
Regents Meeting

EKU Volleyball

Richmond (hurch of Christ
713 W, Main St.
Services: Sunday Bible School
Sunday worship 10 a.m.
Sunday evening 6 p.m.
Wednesday Bible School 7 p.rr
Coloncls For Christ 9 p.m. Thi
Powell Building
Phone: 623-8535
Red House Baptist Church
2301 Red House Rd.
Adam Dodlcy. Pastor
Phone: 859-623-8471
College & Career Bible Study
9 JO a.m
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m. A
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
6:30 p.m.
Preschool/Children s Youth Ac
6:30 p.m.

REGENTS: Meeting to
c'scuss routine items

FREE ADMISSION
SEE YOU AT THE MATCH •
mmmmam
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School house rocks
One-room schoolhouse to be relocated, renovated

u

BY LMOA POLLOCK

Assistant news editor
Eastern's College of
Education plans on combining the past, present and
future of education on this
campus.
The Granny Richardson
Spring School was moved to
Eastern from Estill County in
1976, and is in need of some
tender loving care.
The schoolhouse, originally built in 1900. is falling
apart.
The building is leaning
and has to be propped up.
Tom Bonny, associate director of the Southeast/South
Central
Educational
Cooperative at Eastern, said
that groundhogs have
gnawed holes in the side of
the building and that the siding is rotting.
The College of Education
plans to raise the $50,000
needed to restore and relocate the building and artifacts.
The college is hosting a
benefit at 6 p.m. Sept. 16 in
the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
The event will include dinner. Carl Hurley. "America's
Funniest Professor," and live
bluegrass music from Homer
Ledford and the Cabin Creek
Band. Tickets are $50, all of
which will go toward the
restoration project.
Bonny hopes that this
fundraiser will generate more
than $10,000. They are also
looking into grant money for
the remainder of the funds.
The one-room schoolhouse became part of
Eastern "in an effort to help
preserve a small portion of
our heritage," Bonny said.

If it is worthy of
preserving, and
there is a great
number of folks
... who feel
strongly that it is
worthy, then it
needs to be
maintained...
—Tom Bonny

Associate director of the
Southeast/South Central
Education Cooperative

J)
The little school represents
a part of our past."
When the one-room
schoolhouse first came to
Eastern, some professors
occasionally held class in the
building for education
majors.
Also, public school students came to visit the
school as a field trip, and
many others like to see firsthand, the setting in which
people of the past spent their
school years.
When asked why the
College is restoring the little
school, Bonny had a direct
answer.
"If it is worthy of preserving, and there is a great number of folks in Madison, Estill

Nathan Gray/Progress

The Granny Richardson Spring School, originally built in 1900, is falling apart. The College of Education plans to raise $50,000 to
restore and relocate the building an its artifacts.
and other counties who feel
strongly that it is worthy,
then it needs to be maintained and also relocated to
an area of campus where it
can be used."
As early as spring of 2004,
the schoolhouse may be relocated to the area in front of
Mattox Hall, which will
become the College's administrative offices.

This way, the past (oneroom schoolhouse), the present (Model Laboratory
School) and the future
(College of Education) will
come together.
"This is what higher education is all about," Bonny
said.
Reach Linda at
linaa_poUock3@eku. edu

School house fundraiser
What: Dinner and entertainment
When: 6 p.m. Sept. 16
Where: Keen Johnson Ballroom
Why: Historic schoolhouse is falling apart and
needs to be renovated and relocated.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Rock the CASA
Give Children a Voice
In the Court System

Battle ot
the Bands
Wednesday September 10,2003 7 pm

Eastern Kentucky s Ravine
$2 entrance fee: all profits benefit ctiaritv CASH

WE/IRE OPEN
Until 11 p.m. Mon. - Sun
1 LARGE 1 TOPPING
$5.99

For more information contact Erin 622.6122

AV
A child's voice in court

MAIN STREET CHEVRON
421 W. Main Street • 624-3000

All EKU Students, Teachers & Employees with ID.
Now that you have returned
from Summer Break, enjoy a
cold, tasty treat from your
friends at Mam St. Chevron.
PICK UP YOUR FREQuirirVuYiB5 CARD TODAY

Richmond Bypass
pjfzr
623-2264 1&F
• > - .—i

Free Treat.
• After Nine TrMt* Gat A Free "TCBY" Small Cup Or
Com Of Frown Yogurt Or Ice Cream
421 W Main Street • Richmond, KY • 624-3000
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► Police Beat: Mon Aug. 2S-29
Compiled by Linda Pollock

Headed for the Web
BY HEATHER STEPHENSQN

Staff writer

Once again, another budget
cut
is
affecting
the
university. Largely due to the
possible conservation of thousands of dollars, the EKUpdate
has recently switched to an
electronic only newsletter.
Distributed by Eastern's
Public Relations Office, the
EKUpdate is a bi-weekly
newsletter for faculty and staff
on campus.
Aug. 18 was the Grst issue
of the newsletter that was not
published in print. Although
people are now limited to how
they receive the newsletter,
this allows the newsletter's
staff to have a later deadline,
meaning there will be more
up-to-date news and information.
The cost cut from printing
the paper has saved the public
relations department thou-

sands of dollars, which is recycled to the department
enabling use on other
resources, said Marc Whitt,
associate vice president for
public relations and marketing.
"With this money, the
department plans to increase
the content of the alumni magazines, which will cause more
contact with alumni." Whitt
said.
Not only does this save
money, but in the future the
online version also will get
delivered straight to the
staffers' e-mail mailboxes
given that most people have
access to the Internet, Whitt
explained.
"Currently there Hi not a
subscription for the newsletter
for faculty," said Karen Lynn,
EKUpdate editor. "However
that may change soon."
The new online version
makes news stories and infor-

EKUpdate
Then: available in print as a
bi-weekly publication by
the public relations
department
Now: only available through
the Web site
www.pr.eku.edu/update

iiiation more available when a
reader is looking for an interesting piece. Also, there is an
archive on the Web site so a
reader can look up information
from past issues.
Unfortunately, this does
mean that to receive the
EKUpdate, one has to be at a
computer. However, there is a
print option to the site for a
personal print version.
Currently the new online
version can be seen at
www.pr.eku.edu/update.
Reach Heather at
heather_stephenso7@eku.edu

vehicle parked in Alumni
Coliseum and broke the passenger side window. His CD
player and amplifier were
missing.

Benjamin R. Quire, 23,
resident of Martin Hall, was
cited with possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.

Harrison W. Strain, of
the Lexington Herald-Leader,
reported a metal newspaper
rack had been taken from the
Palmer Hall Lobby.

Kortney M. Prater. 22.
of Lexington, was cited for
possession of marijuana and
a suspended driver's license.

August 26
An assault was reported
near the Burrier Building.
The victim was jogging and
heard someone say "hey."
She stopped as the suspect
approached. After asking if
she went to Eastern, the suspect pulled the victim into
the bushes near Burrier. As
the suspect attempted to pull
down her shorts the victim
pulled away and hit the suspect in the face. The suspect
let go and the victim ran
away. The suspect is a white
male with brown hair and a
goatee.

Frank Hardwick, night
supervisor at Clay Hall,
reported black marker graffiti on the wall outside a room
in Clay Hall.

August 28
Carrie A. Seaver. 19. of
Burnam Hall, was arrested
and charged with alcohol
intoxication.

A juvenile resident of
Keene Hall was cited with
possession of mariju na and
drug paraphernalia.

Carlos K. Pitt man. 22. of
Liberty, and Brandon L.
Johnson. 21. of Windsor,
were arrested and charged
with drinking alcoholic beverages in public and alcohol
intoxication.

Annie Maciarello, of
Burnam Hall, reported
harassing phone calls from
an unidentified female.

http://www.pr.eku.edu/update
The EKUpdate, a publication by the public relations department, is now only available through the Web site.

EKUpdate now circulated
exclusively through Internet

August 25
Rontai Walker reported
$95 had been stolen from a
lock box in Clay Hall sometime during the weekend.

Jeremy Scrimager, of
Keene Hall, reported that
someone had broken into his

August 27
Officer Roger Solomon
reported a vehicle in the
Lancaster Lot had been broken into. The suspect
attempted to remove the car
stereo. Nothing else was
missing and fingerprints will
be taken.
Another
vehicle
in
Lancaster Lot was broken
into through the driver's side
window. The car stereo was
stolen from the vehicle.
Security cameras were facing

the opposite direction and
did not catch the act on tape.
Ann Cotton reported a
flag stolen from the Student
Services Building.

August 29
Doug Hall, night supervisor of Commonwealth Hall,
reported a fight in front of
the residence. Neither suspect wanted to file criminal
charges.
Emily M. Schlomer. 19.
of Walters Hall, was arrested
and charged with alcohol
intoxication.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Roger Lee Osborne

Eastern offers
Spotlight Day for
future students
All high school students or
community college students
considering Eastern are invited to attend EKU Spotlight
Day. The day will be used to
answer any questions and
provide university information. Registration will begin
at 7:30 a.m.. Sept. 13 in the
Student Services Building
lobby. Students who plan to
attend must pre-register by
calling 622-2106 or 1-800-4659191.

United Day of
Service
ceremony held
The second annual United
Day of Service will be held at

Eastern. A campus-wide
remembrance to honor those
lost in the Sept. 11 tragedy,
tree-planting ceremony and a
fund raising drive to help
eradicate polio worldwide.
The event will take place at
6 p.m.. Sept. 11 at the campus
Ravine. Donation forms are
available in the Student
Services Building, Room 540.
For more information call 6222052.

11:15 a.m.. Sept. 17 in the
Student Services Auditorium.

Career Day 2003
to be held Sept. 23
on campus
The fall 2003 Career Day
will be held at 11 a.m., Sept.
23, in the Keen Johnson
Building. For more information, visit the Web kite at
www.career.eku .edu.

Co-op Kickoff held Faculty invited
for Business and
to participate
Technology College in study abroad
The College of Business
and Technology will hold Coop Kickoff to share co-op
experiences and inform students of the requirements for
pursuing a cooperative education experience. The program will be discussed at

The board of trustees is
now accepting proposals
from faculty for courses to be
taought in the 2004/2005
London Winter, Australia and
Kenya Programs. The dead
line for proposal submissions
is Sept. 26.

New African American studies minor added
BY RACHEL HAY

Staff writer

An African/African-American
studies minor, and a 12-hour
certificate have been added to
the College of Arts and Sciences
this semester, to promote campus diversity.
It is an "undergraduate
interdisciplinary program
that explores the histories,
societies, and cultures of
Africans and people of African
descent in the Americas ..."
according to the summary
proposal.
The minor requires 18
hours of classes. The courses
included in the curriculum

cover a variety of subjects,
including the history of the
African-American culture.
One of the core courses
for the minor is the midsemester Literature of African
class, starting Oct. 12. Also,
the Major Black Writers
course is offered this semester.
Included for Spring 2004 is
the Pan-African Studies
course. The African-American
Experience will be offered in
Fall 2004. according to the
program's pamphlet.
The certificate was offered
because there might be students "who don't want to go
to school full-time," according

to
Director
Salome
Nnoromele.
The program directors are
Peter Alegi and Nnoromele.
The program will allow students to learn about the cultures of the AfricanAmerican, and there are
hopes for traveling to visit
African countries, Nnoromele
said.
She hopes students will
celebrate their culture, or one
they are interested in, according to Nnoromele.
"It's for everyone," she
said, stating any student with
an interest in learning about
the African-American culture
is welcome, even if they are

not of the culture.
Nnoromele remembered
two years ago, teaching a
Literature of Africa class and
how the idea came to her
from that class.
She went to Frankfort
interdisciplinary conference
and said she came back with
the mission to start the new
minor.
Those involved with the
planning of the minor also
included: D.B. Barnett. Bruce
Davis. Rita Davis, Timothy
Kiogora. Paula Kopacz, Paula
Moore,
Christopher
Neumann, Aaron Thompson,
Neil Wright and Sara Zeigler.
Thompson helped with

882 Eastern ByPass

650 Eastern ByPass

KING BUFFET
Richmond, KY 40475
(Next to Win-Dixie) (859) 62&-3333
LunchS5.39
Monday - Friday 10:30 - 3:30 p.m.
Children 3-6 J2.99 ¥ 7-11 $3.99

Brunch $7.50
Sat. Sun.. $ Holidays 10:30 -3:30 p.m.
Children 3-6 $2.99 ¥7-11 $3.99

Dinner $8.50
Monday - Thursday 4 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Children 3-6 $3.99 ¥ 7-11 $4.99

Friday • Sunday & Holiday $9.99
4 p.m.-1030p.m.
Children 3-6 $3.99 ¥ 7-11 $4.99
Children Under 2 FREE

administrating and started a
fund for the program. The
budget was "not favorable."
according to Nnoromele.
However, the board approved
the minor in June.
"He [Thompson] was especially helpful with support
and initiative for the program." she said.
"Campus is progressive,"
Thompson said. "This program will give a knowledge
base that has been missing
[from campus)."
Zeigler helped with designing and getting the approval
on the "college level." There
were two goals involved with
the program, she said.

Buffet Price Includes
Mongolian B.B.Q

EKU Faculty
Staff & Student

10% off Lunch
15% off Dinner
with EKU I.D.
Over 100 Items Daily!
10% off Lunch with EKU I.D.
15% off Dinner with EKU I.D.

GRAND CHINA
BUFFET
Richmond, KY 40475
(Next to Kroger) (859) 8243888
Lunch $5.39
Monday - Fnday 10:30 - 3:30 p.m.

"One is to get interested
students into a minor. The
second is a message of importance of different cultures,"
she said.
Zeigler said part of the
process was finding the
courses that would fit in the
minor. Some "brand new"
classes had to be added for
the program.
"We hope the program grows
... but we can't do thai without
students." Nnoromele said.
She hopes to eventually add
a Korean studies minor as well.
Reach Rachel at
rachel_hay@eku. edu

EKU Music
Department
Makes Life
Sound Better

Madison
Garden
lAMOHILL

Children under 12 $2.99

Brunch $7 JO
Sat., Sun.. $ Holidays 10:30 • 3:30 p.m
Children under 12 $2.99

Dinner $7.99
Monday - Thursday 4 p.m. - 9.30 p.m.
Children under 12 $3.99

Friday ■ Sunday & Holiday $9.50
4 p.m -10:30 p.m
Chrtdren under 12 $3.99

Children Under 2 FREE

Can not combine with ofter offers
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don't forget
to check out
our website
for the latest
news & events!
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LIVING IT UP
HOUSING: More students
mean tighter spaces
44
From Page Al

"We did re-occupy the lop
floor of Keene which had been
utilized last year as office space
for some members of the faculty and staff from the College of
Justice and Safety," she said.
The number of students not
showing up for their assigned
spots helped curve housing
pressures as well. Middleton
explained.
"At the check in deadline
last year we had 248 students
that simply did not show up,"
she said This year that number was only 127 (students)."
Middleton attributed the
decrease in "no shows" to the
fact students were contacted
several times over the summer
regarding their upcoming
move.
"Several contacts were made
with students prior to the
semester beginning, including
a post card from Housing
reminding to cancel housing if
appropriate," she said. "Letters
from the Residence Hall
Coordinator and ultimately
calls to all first year students
helped too."
Despite Housing's best
efforts to get students into a
permanent
residence.
Middleton said she did have to
use temporary housing.
"We did have to put about 60
students into overflow housing
but we have been able to get
most of those folks into permanent assignments at this point,"

At the check in
deadline last
year we had 248
students that
simply did not
show up. This
year that number was only
127.
—Kenna Middleton
Director of housing

»
she said.
Even with the high demands
for housing, Middleton stated
private rooms would still be
offered this year.
"We are offering privates,
however, since space is pretty
limited, it makes the ability to
get a private somewhat limited
as well," she said. "We are
going to process our consolidation information and will continue to try to get roommates
together or offer privates as
space becomes available."
Reach Adam at
adam baker38@eku.edu

Brooke Shepherd^ rogress
Students squeeze in a Palmer Hall elevator. Due to an increase in enrollment Eastern found itself with approximately 124 new students living on campus — which can mean long waits for elevators, laundry machines and a louder residence hall.

Increased freshmen enrollment
j Housing looks to fill
results in new programs, expansion four new postions
BY ROGER LEE OSBOBNE

News writer

With an increase in freshmen attendance. Eastern is
raising involvement opportunities in areas of transition,
leadership and tutoring.
ConneXtions
Connections, a first year
transition program, has
extended its location to
Palmer Hall. The program
was previously only housed
in Case Hall, but was expanded due to a increased student
involvement.
The ConneXtions goal is
to allow students to participate in a diverse array of special events and programs.
Programming in both halls is
directed toward assisting
new students with the transition of becoming a college
freshman.
Aside from many semester
social events that allow students to get to know each
other, ConneXtions hold
"How to" series that range
from "How to do your laundry" to "How to have a good
first date." ConneXtions has
no extra membership fee
aside from the regular
semester housing charges.
LINKED
Eastern hopes to involve
students with previous leadership experience to put their
skills to work. LINKED
(Leader
Involved
in
Influencing
Knowledge,
Education and Development)
is a program geared toward
freshmen who identify themselves as leaders at Eastern.
"Often, students who
would like the opportunity to
develop leadership skills they
used in high school fall
through the cracks," said
Helen Grace Ryan, assistant
director of housing.
"Hopefully. LINKED will
provide them an opportunity
to sharpen these skills in the

university setting."
Interest in potential
involvement with LINKED
was approximately 350 freshmen according to information
gathered during dorm hall
check-in. The first meeting of
LINKED will be held on
Tuesday, Sept. 9. For more
information about this program contact university housing.
Case Hall tutoring lab
Case Hall is now home to
this falls latest tutoring lab.
"The idea of offering tutoring services in the residence
halls is not new, in fact we
tried it a few years ago in
another hall," said Carol
Elrod, coordinator for mentoring and tutoring. Many
factors contributed to the
closing of the last residence
hall tutoring service.
"The location and other
factors prevented the lab
from being widely used and
so we discontinued it." Case,
a first-year residence hall
also houses ConneXtions.
Approximately six tutors
are present in the lab, to help
with the subjects of math,
English, writing, chemistry,
and calculus to only mention
the basics.
"The tutors and staff are
really excited about the possibilities and enthusiasm the
lab has generated already
and we are just going into
our second week," said
Elrod. Hopes for the tutoring
service are high.
"With opening a tutoring
lab within a residence hall,
we are hoping to bridge the
gap between students' out of
class and in-class experience," said Ryan. The Case
Hall tutoring lab is open on
Tuesdays from 6-10 p.m.
Seven other tutoring labs
exist to assist students.
Reach Roger Lee at
roger_osborne2@eku. edu

financial statements, long range
financial planning, coordinating
the technological services for
As the university continues the department and overseeing
to grow, so do the needs of stu- the housing assignment
dents at Eastern. According to process," Middleton said.
The person taking the title of
Housing and Resident Life
Director Kenna Middleton. that associate director of academic
is why her department is initiatives will design and implesearching for additional adminis- ment outside of the classroom
trators to help assist the grow- enrichment opportunities.
"This person will coordinate
ing number of students filling
administrative assessment, budresidence halls.
Searches are currently under geting, risk management and
way to fill the recently added scheduling for the residential
Housing positions of associate education programming that
director of business affairs, asso- takes place in our (residence)
ciate director of academic initia- halls," Middleton said.
The position of assistant
tives, assistant director of facilifor
facilities,
ties and assistant director of uni- director
Middleton explained, will act as
versity apartments.
"Our department is growing a liaison between Housing and
and the needs of the students the university's Facilities
we serve continue to increase," Services.
They will assist in the estabMiddleton said. "These positibns will assist us in meeting lishment of long range planning
for renovation and new conthose needs."
Vice President of Student struction and coordinate the
Affairs James Conneely said the budgetary aspects of facilities
new positions will allow Housing management." she said.
Middleton added the person
to "enhance the quality of life in
hired as the assistant director
the residence halls."
They will also allow us to ... for facilities will oversee the daymeet the expectations and toKlay facility operations related
needs of the EKU students," he to housing as well.
Duties for the assistant direcsaid.
However, some may question tor for apartments will include
the decision to add extra meeting the "residence life"
expenses, like the addition of aspect of students living in camfour new positions while in the pus apartments.
This will mainly include crimiddle of the university's budget
crunch.
Middleton sis intervention, community
explained the money for these development and family proshe
said.
positions will not be extracted gramming,"
from the university's operating "Additionally, this person will
coordinate strategic planning
budgeL
"The funding for these posi- and assessments for new aparttions comes out of auxiliary ment facilities that may be built
funds." she said. "I do feel that in the future."
Middleton siad search comthese positions are crucial as we
take our department to the next mittees for the new positions are
currently in "a variety of stages
level."
1
The associate director for in the interviewing process.'
Connely noted "our hope is
business affairs will be hired to
oversee the financial and busi- to have these posistions filled by
ness aspect of housing opera- the end of the month."
tions.
"This will include tracking
income and expenditures, manReach Adam at
aging all budgets, preparing
adam _baker3fi<deku. edu

BY ADAM BAKER

News editor

EKU

TUTORIAL SCHEDULE
FALL 2003

WEAVER LAB Weaver Building, Room 305,
622-5038/622-5039; Monday 5- 9p.m., Tuesday
3-7p.m., Wednesday 5-9p.m., Thursday 3 -5p.m.
CASE HALL Lower level, 622-2055;
Tuesday 6-10p.m.
BECKHAM LAB (CHEMISTRY) Beckham
Hall, Room 106A, 622-505; Monday l-4p.ra.
and 5-7:30p.m., Tuesday 10a.m.-3:30p.m. and 57:30p.m., Wednesday noon-6p.m., Thursday
10a.m.-3:30p.m.
WRITING CENTER Case Annex, 622-6191;
Monday 8a.m.-6p.m., Tuesday 8a.m. - 6p.m.,
Wednesday 8a.m. - 6p.m., Thursday 8a.m. 6p.m., Friday 8a.m. - 3p.m.
MATH/STAT TUTORING CENTER
Wallace Building, Room 342, 622-2100/
622-6508
Monday 9:05a.m.-6p.m., Tuesday 9:30a.m.8p.m., Wednesday 9:05a.m.-6p.m., Thursday
9:30a.m.-6p.m., Friday 9:05a.m.-3:30p.m.
BIOLOGY TUTORING CENTER Memorial
Science Building, Room 164, 622-1531, times
unknown
FOREIGN LANGUAGE LAB
Case Annex, Room 370, 622-3069/622-2996;
times unknown

You can eat at a
franchise anywhere. You can
only eat at the

Garden in
Richmond.
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Morgan Caldwell, editor
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Eastern's
'Renaissance
man'
Consultant

studies
computers,
old homes,
primates
BY MORGAN CALOWELL

Who's That? editor

With several computer viruses
making the front page lately, computer support staff everywhere has
inherited a pretty heavy load.

Eastern's computer help line. 622-

3000, has become extremely popular
due to the campus wide problems
caused by the viruses.
When students use this service.
it's often Ward Henline who's on the
other end of the phone. The Vienna.
VWa. native is the full-time software
consultant for the university.
"My time is kind of split !>(>-!>() with
helping "-indents, faculty and staff in
person ... and on the phone." Henline
said.
Henline also works evenings in the
Student Technology Lab in the
C'rabbe library.
"A lot of what we net in the
evenings is students with Blackboard
problems." Henline said. "I also help
with Macintosh accounts."
While he does work on It's, one of
llenline's main focuses is Macintosh
support For this reason he interacts
frequently with students and staff in
the art and communication departments, since both departments rely
heavily on Macintosh computers.
"I'm also what's considered a latenight consultant, which is a software
consultant mainly focusing on students and classes." Henline said.

With the problems people on campus are experiencing due to the infestation of viruses and the blasterworm. Henline has been very busy.
"It's been insane." he said.
Henline and his fellow staff members have counted more than 40
infected computers in Telford Hall
alone.
With all this responsibility, it may
be surprising to learn that much of
Henline's knowledge of computers is
self-taught Nor does his major have a
direct link to computers or software;
Henline is a biology student
"That's what I'm supposed to be
when I grow up." Henline quipped.
In fact. Henline is a graduate student at Eastern. He is working on his
master's degree part time. He is a primatologist. a scientist who studies primates.
"My thesis is analyzing the vocal
repertoire of the white-faced saki."
Henline said.
The saki is a South American primate with a white face. The primate is
about a foot tall, with a tail as long as
its body. Henline chose this animal to
study because little is known about
the primate in the wild.
Henline was introduced to the Saki
while working full time as a zookeeper for the Cincinnati Zoo. Several
were in his care.
Henline spent two months in
Venezuela getting the primates' vocalizations on tape.
"It involved getting up at five to
begin following them [the primates]
by six." Henline said.
He and colleagues followed them
on a 43-acre island until around 3 p.m.
every day for two weeks. In the
absence of electricity. Henline did
without some amenities.
The worst part was that there was
no ice. You know, everything you
drank was warm." Henline said. He
spoke about how difficult it was to do
without cold drinks when accustomed
to them.
"You keep your water in the shade

Kevin MartKvProgress
Ward Henline. Eastern's software consultant, posed in a computer lab in Donovan Annex, a lab he frequently services.

and hope that it's a little cooler than
everything else." Henline said.
Henline was able to integrate his
knowledge of computers with his true
area of study upon his return to the
United States.
"I actually use computers in my
thesis." Henline said.
He's using some advanced programs to help him analyze the primates' vocalizations.
Venezuela isn't the only country
that Henline visited during his college
experience. As an undergraduate.

Henline traveled to Belize for one of
his courses. He and classmates studied the neo-tropical ecosystems of the
country.
And as if computers and biology
weren't enough to keep him busy,
Henline indulges in several hobbies.
These include gardening, canoeing
and hiking.
Also a fan of the classics — both
movies and homes. Henline has
turned his hobby into a second job.
Along with saving computers and
recording primates, he renovates

w

New Look

houses.
Henline recently took a bathroom
and kitchen off an older home and
completely rebuilt it from the founda
tion up. Add "carpenter" to his list of
skills as well, and just imagine the
resume.
"I'm more than just The Computer
Guy' here on campus," Henline said.
Reach Morgan at
morgan_caldwelll Weku.edu

ALL EVENTS ARE
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Eastern Progress Classifieds
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► News Quiz
OK, boys and girls. It's time to
test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern. If
you don't know the answers, don't
worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and you
can cheat.

Safety
*# mmbmrt w

I

What change Is the
jnlver "" planning to
university
make to student IDs?
#
a) Replacing Social Security
numbers
b) Allowing students to submit
their own photo
c) Making them glow in the dark

Decision to change
ID card numbers
POHTOET
brings safety, security
\IITH YOW

At Eastern, dozens
of people can gain
access to your
Social Security number
on a daily basis, but the
new ID system, which
will be implemented
within the next six
months, will put an end
to that.
Since the Internet
became a source of
shopping, banking and
credit reports, people
have become more sensitive to the use of
Social Security numbers. And finally
Eastern is doing their
part to help ease the
fear on campus.
The new identification
numbers will replace
Social Security numbers
used to access student
reports as well as meal
plans and campus
money accounts.
It is not advised to
carry your social security card in your wallet,
because it becomes easy
to steal.
Basically every bit of
one's personal information can be accessed
with those nine private
digits. Once these numbers are known by
someone else, your
identify can be stolen in
an instant.

But even if you didn't
carry your Social
Security card around.
Eastern's school ID card
was just as bad, maybe
worse. Not only did it
have the digits, but also
a photo.
Logging onto the university Web site, cashing a check on campus,
just about anything you
use your ID for required
that you give your Social
Security number. When
checking into residence
halls, student workers
and anyone else has
access to this number.
Most people aren't worried about identity theft,
especially on a college
campus, however, the university is supposed to
make students feel safe.
We are finally moving
toward, not just physical
safety, but credit safety
and personal safety.
The process of changing ID numbers may be
difficult, and even
remembering the new
number may be daunting at first, but the
change is welcome on
this campus and shows
a step in the right direction for the university.

The College of
Education is raising
money to renovate
what?
a) The one room schoolhouse
on Eastern's campus
b) One of the water towers
c) The fountain
The EKUpdate
newsletter will now be
available In what
format?
a) Electronic
b) Stone
c) Brochure style

Brooke Shepherd/Progress

PICK UPYDURNEy

Reach The Progress at
progress@eku. edu

What is this guy doing?

Michael Kotofar/Progress

a) Guarding President Joanne
Glasser s house
b) Participating in The Battle of
Richmond
c) Training for color guard

► Campus Comments
The Housing Office is offering new programs for residents. Copy editor Melissa Engle asked students how they felt about the changes.

Hometown
Covington
Major
Accounting
: Junior

I haven't seen
any change. I
think (RAs) are
required to do
something twice a
month and she has
yet to do anything.

I didn't notice
anything.
Hometown:
Evansville. Ind.
Major Police
science
Year Junior

I think our floor
might do something
for the first home
game.
Hometown
Harlan County
Major:
Computer
science
: Freshman

► How to roach us

y^ The
i ne Eastern
eastern

Phona: (S59) 622-1881 | E-MaH: progressOeku edu | Fax: (859) 622-2354

To report a story or
idea
Adam Baker, 622-1872
Accent
Tracy Haney, 622-1882
Around4About

Sara Tyree. 622-1882
What's on Tap
Cindy Held, 622-1872
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872
The Studio
Katie Weitkamp, 622-1572

To place an ad
Display
Ashley Prichard, 622-1881
Classified/Subscriptions
Kym Fox, 622-1881

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Brooke Shepherd, 622-1578

To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mail
at a cost of $1 per issue; $20 per
semester;or $38 per year payable
in advance.

Hometown.
Elkhorn City
Major: Graphic
design
Year: Senior

We have this new
RA and he's asked
us to submit our
own ideas for
group things. It
seems like we'll be
doing more.

My turn & letters policy
TTie Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verifjcation purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.

Progress

*—^www.easternprogress.coni

117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky. 40475

Cassondra Kirby
■Mat
Katie Weitkamp
Managing Editor

Michael Kotora
Staff artist
The Eastern Progreaa (ISSN 1081-8324) is a member of the Associated
Collegiate Press. Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers, Inc. The Progress is published every Thursday dunng the school year, with the exception of vacation
and examination periods. Any false or misleading advertising should be
reported to Adviser/General Manager, Jen Almjeld at (859) 6221143.
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views of the university. Student
editors also decide the news and informational content.
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Campus grounds crew goes unnoticed
CINDY HKU)
My Turn

Cindy is a
sophomore
journalism major
from Richmond.
She is the
What's on Tap
editor for The
Progress.

As I walked to my car in the
Alumni Coliseum Lot, I
noticed the flowers in front,
and then I noticed a discarded
paper bag next io them.
It made me mad to see such
disrespect to a well-manicured
flowerbed.
It also made me realize how
much work somebody must have
put into that flowerbed. Not to
mention
the many other
flowerbeds, trees, shrubs and all
HI lur greenery on campus.
Once I actually stopped to
think about all the beautiful landscaping on Eastern's campus, I
realized that it must take an enormous amount of work and dedication for the upkeep of them.
In addition, none of it would be
possible without the men and
women of the campus' grounds
crew.
I always hear from people who
visit Eastern that it's a gorgeous
campus, and they're right — it
truly is "The Campus Beautiful."
The beauty exhibited by the tons
Of tulips in front of the Roark
Building and in front of the presi-

44
I hate mowing
my lawn, so I
can't imagine
mowing the
grounds on
campus, yet I
always see
them clean.
»
dent's house in the spring help to
extend university pride.
The new flowers wherever you
walk create an inviting scene for
students as well as staff and anyone who visits. The beauty doesn't stop in the spring, though.

MESSAGE BOARD

Three alleged assaults have taken
place on Eastern's campus. The
University of Kentucky and Western
Kentucky University have also
experienced similar incidents. Do
you feel Eastern's Division of Public
Safety is taking the necessary steps
to protect students on campus? Do
you feel safe on campus? Tell us
what you think.
To join the discussion, go to
<www. easier nprogress. com>

Year around, our flowerbeds
are never bare, sidewalks and
KTUSy areas are always dean, and
it's always aesthetically pleasing.
The Ravine is by far my
favorite place on campus. It gives
that relaxing "park" feel that
offers a reprieve from the stresses of class. Students can just go
there to take a load off while
enjoying the outdoors. And all of
us look forward to those classes
our professors will let us have in
the Ravine.
I guess 1 always took for granted just how nice it is to have a
place like that at Eastern. I hate
mowing my lawn, so I can't imagine mowing the grounds on campus, yet I always see them clean
cut and in impeccable shape.
I would like to say thank you to
everyone who works to make our
campus pleasing to the eye.
Thank you for making the walk
to class and breaks in between
classes enjoyable and relaxing.
Take time today to stop and smell
the roses because you deserve it.
Our campus is beautiful thanks to
you.

► letters to the editor

Student says parking changes benefit commuters, not residents
'This letter was submitted in
response to the article titled
"Forking to improve. Eastern
official says" that appeared in
The Progress last week.
Looking at the comments
made about parking getting
belter was only for commuters. I am not a commuter
myself, but those are the only
people that campus has made
any kind of decision to help.
As far as living in the
dorms it's a whole other
story since the parking for
residents has been getting
smaller and smaller to accommodate commuters. Most
commuters live within walking distance and drive
because they don't want to
walk. I have lived in Palmer

for two years and am now in
Dupree. When I first came
here, 650 (more commonly
known as the Disney Lot)
was residential. Last year that
entire lot was taken away and
we were given a line. Not
even a row but a line. In
return we were given the
Lancaster Parking Lot, which
is a good walk from the
dorms.
This was said because
they didn't want commuters
getting hit so they figured if
they gave the lot to residential we would not use our cars
as much and therefore lowering the hazards of getting hit
by a car. Commuters were
furious over this and the residents were livid. Commuters
complained about having to

park farther away from their
classes and parking at Disney
while residents were mad
that we were being put in
harms way and also had to
park farther away from our
dorms in Lancaster.
This problem could be
solved if the two were
switched.
This year the problem has
gotten worse. Now residents
do not even have a line in the
Disney Parking Lot. I would
like public safety to notice
that now Todd, Dupree.
Palmer AND Commonwealth
are sharing a measly small
parking lot behind Palmer
and behind Brockton which,
let's not joke ourselves, fills
up QUITE fast.
This doesn't even support

•im«* V
tf
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Interstate
News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland

859.624.1122

Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

attacked or robbed I had to
carry a knife and talked constantly on my cell phone.
Now there is even less and
fear grows even more. It is
insane that 1 had to walk in
fear every night because
campus did not provide me, a
resident like many others, a
place to park. It's not that we
want good spaces that we
park in Alumni or Disney, it is
that we have no where else to

go.
I
sat
outside
of
Commonwealth Hall only last
week with one of my friends
as tow trucks sped by. They
must have pulled away maybe
30 cars from behind Palmer
and there were still at least
another 10 when I came up to
my dorm room and looked

out the window. The fact that
Mark Jozefowicz says parking
has gotten better this year is
laughable. He does not live
on campus, does not share
the same bad parking as we
do and does not know. To get
a parking space last year you
had to stalk people like vultures asking people if they
were leaving to get a space.
This is insane and yet campus continues to take away
more from residents. What
are we to do?
Commuters don't even
take up all of Alumni
Coliseum OR Disney. Why
not give it or at least share it
with people who will use it?
Caitlin Terry,
Eastern student

See you

!

*

all the people for Palmer
alone without having to share
it with 20 floors of
Commonwealth Hall students
and 11 floors each of Dupree
and Todd. The reason residents have been parking in
Alumni Coliseum is because
there is no where else to go.
The only available spaces
now to take are by Telford
and sometimes even it is full
forcing us to park off campus.
Many of us have jobs that
require us to work late hours
of the night. Many times last
year 1 had to walk from !5rd
Street downtown to Palmer
Hall because I could not get a
place closer. There isn't even
general parking anywhere
close.
For fear of being raped.

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

i

Got a news tip?
We want to know!
Contact Adam Baker at
622-1872 or via e-mail at
adam baker38@eku.edu

•asU'rrifrotrress.cum
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arcade!

After the

Madison
Garden
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Start your weekend off right
and pick up an issue
of the Progress p
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- $1 Draft - $2.25 Wells
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Best way to avoid 'Jeopardy' of not knowing.

What
is
The
Eastern
Progress?
News
r*i

Casaondra Kirtoy
I am a junior journalism
major from Knot)
County This is my
fourth semester at The
Progress but
my first semester
as editor

Linda "oNocli

Matin Rosoman

Hello this is my third
semester at the
Progress I am a
sophomore public
relations major from
SpnngfiekJ Ohio I am
assistant news editor
I love spending time
with the girts and
watching movies'

Hi. I am a sophomore
English major and
journalism minor
This is my first
semester working at
The Progress I like
to read, work out.
shop and hike

Brian Blostlca

Roger Laa Oaborna

Howdy. I am a senior
horticulture major from
Fowlerville, Mich.
This is my sixth semester |
as online editor at The
Progress I enjoy hiking.
voUeybal. soccer and
going to the movies.

Hey, I am a junior
broadcasting/electronic
media major from
London This is my third
semester working as a
news writer at The
Progress

Features & Sports
Melissa Enflla

Tracy Haney

Morgan CakJwatl

I am a senior journalism major from
Eubank I am the copy
editor I graduate in
May and look forward
to moving somewhere
outside Kentucky
where I can cover
exciting stones and
meet new people

Hi. this is my second semester working at The Progress
I am a sophomore
journalism major
from Lexington and I
am looking forward
to a great semester
as Accent editor

Hay. I am a sophomore
journalism major from
Prestonsburg and am
the Who s That? editor
My goal is to learn one
new sports activity
every year or so I currently have my sights
set on surfing for the
upcoming year

■bony Mlghtowar

Sara Tyraa

I am a senior pnnt
management major
from Central City This
is my first semester at
the Progress. I am the
assistant sports editor
I enjoy surfing the Nat.

I am a sophomore with
a double major in
human resource management and Spanish I
am from Berea and I am
addicted to traveling.

I love to sit back
and watch the students freak out trying to meet deadline, and I am there
to help them
through it all Ha.
ha

*^

Photo & Design
Steven
Richardson

Nathan Oray

^>

'War'

Hey, I am a junior
broadcasting/electronic media major from
Lexington This is my
first year on The
Progress staff and I
will be working as the
assistant photo editor

Jason Daniels

Sun-Young You

I am an art photography major from
Paintsville My goal in
life is to become a professional photographer,
play guitar in a small
rock band, invest a< my
money and become the
richest man on earth

Hi, I am graphic design
major Tins summer, I
interned in Washington.
DC and met Hillary
Rodham Clinton I got
her signature on my
book I enjoyed
Washington. DC

Dodta Wrocklago

Glenna Martin

I am senior graphic
design major from
Louisville This is my
fifth semester with The
Progrss and I am still
chained to this design
compute!

I am a senior graphic
design major from a
pile of sticks in Eastern
Kentucky This is my
first year with the
Progress and I am really scared of my ad
boss Dodie because
she s always freaking
out

Hi. I am a freshman
journalism major from
Ml Sterling This is
my first semester
here at The Progress
and I am the photo
editor I look forward
to having a great
semester and getting
little-to-no sleep

117 Donovan Annex - progress@eku.edu
1A. I hope lo one day co-anchor
The Today Show on NBC
2A. I like long walks on the beach.
3A. I like eating peanut butter while
watching re-runs of Alf.

11A. I love Ale-8-One.
12A. I love repelling and shooting
13A. I love driving on Ky backroads

22A. I have a pet iguana.
23A. I had a fish named Sushi.

4A. I like watching movies and reading

14A. I never shave

SA. I want to move to a coastal city.

15A. I like to think I m a

6A. I love Superman
7A. I have a 5-year-old daughter
8A. I am addicted to Sour Patch Kids.
9A. I love spending time with the girls
and watching movies
10A. I want to learn snow-boarding

dulcimer savant
16A. I think The Progress office
needs a pet

622-1881

tr

Doorknob.
21A I had an armadillo groom s cake

singing Aerosmith songs.

major from Louisville
I have been at The
Progress for quite
awhile, and am still
the photo grunt I
enjoy camping and
cooking

ie Eastern

20A I have a hamster named

with my windows down while

I am a senior
history/sociology

24A. My best life experience is
working the front desk of
Dupree Hall.

•OeppoiM ejpoo OK
»K>K>X

25A. I love The Cleveland Browns
26A. I secretly love the MANGO!

17A. I am a Cincinnati Reds fan

27A I am an only child

18A. I love the Tennesse Titans

28A. I am the newest ad rep

19A I love Dutch women
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Tracy Haney, editor

Accent

► Football begins
Eastern suffers 50 point
defeat to Bowling Green
State in season opener.
Recap on page B4.

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com

New'Eve'
gives TV

reality
check

Homosexual reality
shows bring awareness,
reinforce stereotypes
BY TRACY HANEY

Accent editor

For those who thought reality shows
would only see their 15 minutes of fame —
think again.
On network and cable programming
alike, reality television has taken over, so
much so it's spawned its own genres.
There are the classic competition-formoney shows such as "Big Brother" and
"Fear Factor," reality shows focused on
love lilce- "The Bachelor" and "Joe
Millionaire," and of course The Learning
Channel's series of reality programming:
"Trading Spaces," "While You Were Out"
and "What Not to Wear."
However, the latest trend seems to be
the packaging of gay-themed reality shows
thanks to Bravo's "Queer Eye for the
Straight Guy" and "Boy Meets Boy,"
where the only real similarity is the sexual
preference of its characters.
"We hear very little protest," said Paul
Paolucci, Eastern assistant sociology professor. "These (shows) are getting ratings
... Homosexuality is being taken more
seriously."
And while shows like "Queer Eye" may
focus on stereotypes of gay men, Paoluci i
said this is not the first time groups have
been stereotyped in history; blacks and
latinos faced similar trials when first
emerging in television.
"When you have any group being
brought into the mainstream the first
starts are often awkward," Paolucci said.
"The thing with TV is you have to simplify
things to get a large target audience."
According to Paolucci, although shows
like "Queer Eye" and "Boy meets Boy"
"threaten to reinforce a stereotype" they
also "open up a cultural dialogue," which

would have been unheard of before the
gay rights movement.
"Stereotypes take an element of observational truths, inflame those and present
them as a generalized trait." Paolucci said.
"'(Queer Eye for the Straight Guy)' seems
to rely on stereotypes of gay men ... It presents them as spokespeople of the gay
community."
Matthew Winslow, assistant professor
with the psychology department, said it is
reality shows in general that feed on
stereotypes.
"I think reality television is almost the
least real thing on TV," Winslow said. "Any
show that capitalizes on stereotypes is
k'oing to be portraying people in an unreal
way.
"Nobody is going to watch a show
about real life. CThese shows) put real people in a very unreal situation."
But are homosexual reality shows hurting or helping the gay community?
Pride Alliance president, Denise
Roberts said, "In some ways (these
shows) can be bad for the gay community
... for some of the gay community it is a
reality.
"It's good to have a lot of shows like
that on TV because it's awareness."
Roberts said "I want it to get to a point
where people don't always think (homosexuality) is negative."
Paolucci predicts that point will come
when shows highlighting the same sex
preference of its characters are no longer
needed.
Until then, Roberts said homosexuality
"is not something (people) can turn their
back to."
Reach Tracy at
tracy_haney5iieku. edu

Thursday, September 4, 2003 Bl

What'sonTap

Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Cindy
Held at 622-1872
or by e-mail at
progress@eku.edu.
Cindy Held, editor

The Eastern Progress I www.easternprogress.com
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TODAY

SUNDAY

PROGRESS

PICK

7:30 p.m.
I iisi lecture in the Chautauqua
series, "How to be a
Peacemaker' by Colman
Mi i arthy, will be in the Student
SH vices Building Auditorium.

What's On Tap editor

11 a.m.-5 p.m.

"Extreme Air" outdoor simulated
skydiving will be on the Keen
Johnson liiiilding front lawn. Free.
2-7:15 p.m.

Outcry Music Festival "Rally in
the Ravine" features four local
bands and is held at the Ravine.
Free

SATURDAY
6:30 p.m.

Fiist home toot ball game against
\ppalachian State. Free admission
fiH ^indents with a valid II).
10:30a.m.-.'»:.i() p.m.

Virtual Reality "Scream" rollercoaster simulators at Tailgate
C entral in the Alumni Coliseum
Farking Lot Free

TUESDAY

Fun and games held at Begley for new semester
BY CINDY HELD

FRIDAY

Big Screen Movie "Bruce
Almighty" at Roy Kidd
Stadium. Free.

It's Carnival Time

I I a.m.-4 p.m.
Mechanical bull riding inflatable
obstacle course and rock wall
< limbing will be available outside the Powell Building. Free.

7 p.m.

It's carnival time, and
the department of recreation and park administration is having a back to
school carnival.
This Tuesday from 1-3
p.m.. the carnival will be
held on the front lawn of
the Begley Building.
The carnival celebrates
the new school year and
gets students acquainted
with the department of
recreation and park administration .
The carnival is open to
all students who are looking for a • un time during
their busy week. There will
be many games and activities in which to participate.
Put-put golf is available
for all you future Tiger
Woods. For the sharp
shooters on campus, water
gun games will be set up.
And let's not forget Frisbee
tossing, which no carnival
would be complete without.
Students can also sign up
for prize giveaways provided by the department.
The magic words for all
college students are "free

6 p.m.

First women's volleyball home
game against Dayton. Free admission for students with a valid ID.

food." Drinks, hot dogs and
freeze pops will also be available and music will be playing for all to enjoy.
This carnival will offer a
carefree day of fun, games
and refreshments. By attending you can also learn more
about the department and
the major it offers students.
The department of recreation
and
park
Administration, which is
hosting the carnival, offers a
bachelor of science major in
recreation and park administration with the choice of
four options within the
major.
These
options
are:
tourism and resort recreation, natural resources and
outdoor
recreation,
public/non-profit recreation
services and therapeutic
recreation.
For more information
about the carnival or the
recreation and park administration major, contact Charlie
Everett at 622-1833 or visit
the department in the Begley
Building, Room 202.

7 p.m.
The Richmond Choral Society's
first rehearsal of the fall season
will be held in the Foster Building.
Room 100. New members are welcome and needed.

UPCOMING
6:00 p.m., Sept 16
Carl Hurley and Homer Ledford
and the Cabin Creek Band will
perform a benefit dinner for
Eastern's Little One-Room
Schoolhouse. It will be held in the
Keen Johnson Ballroom and tickets are $50 per person.
1 1 a.m. A p.m., Set*. 23
Career Services will hold their fall
Career Day in the Keen Johnson
Building.
6-10 p.m.

Reach Cindy at
cyHtkia_field@eku. idu

Richmond Area Arts Council
"Garden Sunset at Elmwood" on
the Elmwood Lawn.

CAR STEREO
ECH_II=»SE:

JVC
^AUDIO
ZCENTER
' Elnc.
23 Southern Hills Plaza
Richmond'624-2515
Since-*9»

PAGERS

Accessories:
Phoenix Gold
Metra ¥ Raptor

WINDOW TINTING

Kappa Delta Tau
Congratulates
New Actives
Vanessa Bouland
Jen Byrd
Donna Dillmore
Kasey Doyle
Vanessa Halter
Leigh Henley
Kelly Human
Lauren Jackson

Heather Lawerence
Nicole McCoy
Sharon Mclntosh
Amy McPherson
Heather Schieman
Kate Watson
Veronica Wright
Sept. i
Kennamer Rm

RUSH-^

Powell 9pm

u

It's pretty simple. When I need them, they're there."
FREE CHECKING
FOR STUDENTS
GET A FREE BACKPACK
WHEN YOU OPEN AN
ACCOUNT ONLINE OR AT
A BRANCH LISTED BELOW

Sept. 4
McGregor Lobby
9pm

Casual

Sept. 9
McGregor Lobby
9pm
Sept. 10
McGregor Lobby
5pm

Casual

Casual

Sept. 11
Kennamer Rm
Powell 9 p.m.

Dress

• No minimum balance
• Unlimited transactions
• No CheckCard transaction fees

and transfer funds between accounts

Sept. 3
Casual

whether you're at home, school, or on the road

• Free Online Banking - check balances daily

Dress

McGregor Lobby
5pm

• Convenient access to National City ATMs and branches

• Free Online Bill Payment

Stop by or call these Eastern Kentucky University locations or
visit NationalCity.com/studcnt.
Richmond Downtown. 275 E. Main St., 859-623-8700
Richmond Bypass. 520 Eastern Bypass, 859-624-7431
Richmond Kroger, 890 Eastern Bypass, 859-624-7432

National City

Some promotional offers may not apply. Accounts inactive for more than 180 days convert to Regular Checking with applicable fees assessed. Online Bill Payment requires
Online Banking Image does not depict an actual customer. Gift offer applies only to new Free Checking for Students accounts opened with money not currently on deposit
at the National City branches listed above or online at NabonalCrty.com. Umit one gift per household. We reserve the right to substitute an item of similar value.
Member FDIC. ©2003, National City Corporabon*
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Weekend Round-up
First Weekend offers
variety of entertainment
BY SARA TYREE

Around&About editor

Where can someone find
activities like simulated skydiving, a comedian, local
bands playing, breakfast at
midnight and a football game
all for free? At Eastern's First
Weekend, of course.
Before
Eastern's first
home football game of the
season, the student life coordinators arrange a variety of
exciting activities for students. The best part? They're
all free.
With more assortment
than a box of Lucky Charms,
the First Weekend activities
promise something fun and
interesting for every student
that attends.
Activities begin at 11 a.m.
by the Powell Building with
mechanical bull riding, an inflatable obstacle course and
rock wall climbing for the adventurous-types.
Things begin to get crazy
on Friday as students can try
the outdoor "Extreme Airsimulated skydiving and attend the first music festival
(of two this weekend) held in
the Ravine, complete with local bands sponsored by Outcry records.
Local bands such as Westover, Inward Theory. Alanna

lege audiences. Friday will
end with a free midnight
breakfast in the cafeteria located on the top floor of the
Powell Building.
On Saturday, Sept. 6,
everything from virtual reality rollercoasters to free airbrush tattoos and another
music festival will precede
the long-awaited first home
football game against Appalachian State.
Christina Thompson, First
Weekend chair last year and
intern for the Student Life Office this year, looks forward
to the events this weekend.
—Christina Thompson
There's more variety with
Intern for Student Life Office
this year's First Weekend.
This is the first time we've
live music and we contin» had
ue to look into events that
the students will enjoy," she
and I.ark Watts will play on said.
"We expect about 200 peotwo different nights as part of
the Outcry Music Festival. ple on average, but the midThey play for free, but East- night breakfast is always the
ern helps them with advertis- largest event, bringing in
ing by providing the venue about 400 or 500 people,"
Thompson said, based on
for the bands.
A pep rally will follow the past First Weekends.
If you haven't seen the adfirst concert.
Another treat this week- vertisements already, look
end will be the appearance of around, because they are
comedian Lowell Sanders, everywhere. Student life uses
who has opened for acts such channel 60, flyers, radio. Internet, sidewalk chalk and
as Tim Allen.
Sanders has traveled the the newspaper to advertise
country performing for col- these events.

44

We always
try to listen
to what
students
want.

File Photo/Progress
Lee Weinart, a sophomore from Louisville takes a mechanical bull ride during last year's First Weekend
events. Mechanical bull riding is just one of the activities that this upcoming First Weekend will offer.

"The best way to advertise
is to use lots of different
ways to reach a lot of people," Thompson said.
There are so many activities during first weekend, the
best chosen out of everything
else that could have been included.
"Representatives from student life attend something
called NACA, or the National
Association for Campus Activities conference and were
able to look at all kinds of dif-

ferent things to choose
from." Thompson said.
"Comedians were there as
well as people offering other
activities." she said. "It's a
collaborative process and we
always try to listen to what
students want."
There's a lot going on this
weekend, so don't hesitate to
check it out.
"It's a good way to meet
people, it's free and fun and
it's a cheap date." Thompson
said.

"First Weekend is a positive way to go out. have a
good time and support Eastern," she said.
So click your way to East
ern's first weekend Web site
to find more information on
bands, times and dates for
activities at www.firstweekend.eku.edu.

Reach Sara at
sara_tyree2J'eku. edu

Saturday, Sept. 6th
3:30pm
Students admitted FREE with Valid Student ID

FREE Team
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Ready for some football

Kevin MartwVProgress
Colonel tailback Terry Ennls pushed Bowling Green defensive back Tim Arnold to the ground Thursday as he tried to pull Ennis down by the face mask. Ennis led all rushers in the game.

Tough loss to Falcons
Colonels drop season opener to Bowling
Green State last Thursday night
Tooo PURVIS
Sports editor

BY

A week ago today, the
Colonels opened the 2003 football season by taking on a
tough Bowling Green State
team. This game marked the
first time in nearly four decades
that a new coach was calling the
shots from the sidelines for

Eastern.

"It was about like being on
the sidelines (as an assistant
coach), just like I had been for
the last 20 years, there wasn't a
whole lot of difference, there is
only so much you can control
on game day." said Head Coach
Danny Hop-'.
The Colonels arrived at
Bowling Green's Doyt Perry
Stadium around 5 p.m., where
they were eager to get the new
era of Eastern football underway.
Upon arriving to the stadium, the Colonels were greeted
with a great college football
atmosphere. The parking lots
were cluttered with tailgalers. a
crowd of 15,689 fans filled the
seats, and the temperature was
a scorching 86 degrees.
Following the opening coin

toss that Eastern won. the
Colonel captains elected to
receive, and the game was set
for kickoff. The opening kick
sailed back to Andre Ralston,
and he returned the ball to the
Eastern 28 yard-line, where the
Colonels began their first drive
of the season.
The Colonels came out and
wasted no time as senior tailback Terry Ennis picked up a
solid gain of 63 yards on the
first play from scrimmage. This
gave Eastern possession at the
Bowling Green 9 yard-line.
"Everyone was physically ready
to play, so that gain just added
some fuel to the fire," Hope
said.
Ennis then picked up a 6yard gain, and later plunged
into the end zone from the 3
yard-line, after only 68 seconds
of play. Eastern kicker Adam
Smith followed the touchdown
with a point after, giving the
Colonels the early lead of 7-0.
"It was a big deal to score on
our opening drive," Hope said.
Smith then kicked the ball
out of the back of the end zone
on the ensuing kickoff, giving
the Falcons possession from
their own 20 yard-line.

Although the Falcons had 80
yards to go for the score, they
wouldn't be denied, as they
hooked up on a series of passes
and runs from senior quarterback Josh Harris. With 10 minutes and 8 seconds remaining
in the first quarter. Bowling
Green tied the score at 7-7 as
tailback P.J. Pope scored from
the 1 yard-line.
Eastern got the ball back
after the score; however, they
were forced to punt away after
they couldn't keep moving the
chains for first downs. The
Falcons moved the ball 80
yards down the field once
again, where Harris connected
with Charles Sharon for a 14yard touchdown pass.
Following this touchdown.
Bowling Green kicker Shaun
Suisham. kicked the ball off to
Eastern's Andre Ralston, who
returned the kick for an 87yard touchdown; but the play
was called back for a holding
call against the Colonels. This
touchdown would have tied the
score at 14 after the first quarter, but the Colonels got a
tough break.
See LOSS, B5

Kevin Martin/Progress
Eastern quarterback Matt Guice rolls out to make a pass in last week's season opener against Bowling Green.
Guice was 11/15 for 109 yards on the day.

Freshmen step up to the net
BY EBONY HKJHTQWER

Assistant Sports editor

Brooke Shepherd/Progress
Liz Guard, left, Kelly Jennings, center, Libby Schleisman nght, go
after the ball during volleyball practice at Eastern Tuesday afternoon.

The freshmen of Eastern's
volleyball team stepped up to
the net at the Arkansas State
Classic during Labor Day
weekend.
"The freshmen were awesome. They all played like seasoned pros." Assistant Coach
Mary Lee Keranko said.
In the first game of her collegiate career, freshman Jessica
Sabath led the Colonels with 18
digs against Arkansas State
University. Sophomore Liz
Guard and freshman Kasha
Brozek added eight and nine
kills, respectively. Junior Lesley
Aldridge added six kills and

eleven digs, while freshman
setter Kelly Jennings dished
out 22 assists in her first college game. Despite their
efforts the Colonels fell to
Arkansas State.
During the night game
against Memphis, the Colonels
were again led by freshman
Jessica Sabath. In this game
Sabath had 16 digs and 12 kills.
Senior Kristi Kuzma had nine
digs. However, the Colonels
ended up loosing this match by
a score of 3-1.
"The second day was
promising. If the girls will build
from there they will only get
better." Keranko said.

After getting past the first
day. the Colonels split a pair of
matches on the second day. In
their first victory of the season.
Eastern defeated Northwestern
Slate by a final score of 3-2.
Guard led the Colonels with 17
kills and three block assists.
Brozek and Sabath added 14
kills each. Sabath also contributed match high 24 digs, followed by junior Lesley Aldrige
with 20 digs and seven kills
Jennings dished out 44 assists.
six digs and four kills in the win.
The final match of the tournament ended in a loss for the
Colonels to the University of
Arkansas Iittle Rock Guard led

this match with 22 kills, five
blocks, and a .339 hitting percentage. Aldridge added in 13
kills and match-high, 17 digs.
Jennings recorded match high
54 assists to accompany with
her seven digs and six kills on
the day. Sabath and Brozek also
reached double figures in kills
with 11 and 10, respectively.
The team will travel to
Annapolis. Md., this weekend
to take on Robert Morris in the
first match of Navy's two-day
tournament.
Reach Ebony at
ebonyjiightowef&eku.edu
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New coach strives to make football games
more entertaining, energetic for students
BY TODO PURVIS

Sports editor

The Colonel football team is
scheduled to play their home
opener at 3:30 p.m. Saturday,
when they will host the
Mountaineers of Appalachian
State.
The Colonels are coming
off a tough loss, having taken
on a good Division I-A team in
Bowling
Green
State
University.
This weekend, the Colonels
will look to showcase their
new style of offense to the
hometown fans at Roy Kidd
Stadium. Since last season, the
Colonels football team has
gone through many changes

that
will
make them
more exciting to watch
this year.
Hiring a
new coach is
obviously
going
to
bring many
Todd Purvis
changes to a
football proSports Editor
gram. For
example, the
team will look to pass the ball
more this season, which will
make their running game
more effective.
The Colonels now will have
the ball in the air more, which
will be much more exciting

than pounding the ball up the
middle on nearly every down.
Coach Hope has already
held to his word that he is
going to pass the ball more
this season. In this year's season opener, he passed the ball
32 times, which is more than
every game except for one last
season.
Hope plans to make games
more exciting this season and
is hoping to have a huge
turnout for this season's home »
opener on Saturday night This
game will have a renewed spirit and be very exciting to
watch, provided that everyone
will come out to tailgate parties and support the Colonels.
It should be a great college

Colonels open at
home this weekend

football atmosphere.
Coach Hope. Athletics
Director John Shafer and
President Joanne Glasser have
put in a great amount of time
and money to make the
Eastern football games more
exciting for students, and are
confident students will have a
great time at Saturday's game.
All students are encouraged
to come out and cheer the
Colonels on as they are
searching for not only their
first victory of the season, but
also Hope's first victory as
Eastern's head coach.
Reach Todd at
todd_purvis 1 @eku. edu

LOSS: Colonels buried 63-13
From Page B4

Kevin Martin/Progress
Head Coach Danny Hope runs off the field at the conclusion of
Thursday night's game against Bowling Green State.

Bowling Green State went
on to score three more rushing
touchdowns in the second
quarter, posting a half-time
score of 35-7.
Much like the first half, the
second half was all Bowling
Green as well. The Falcons
came out and scored on a 9yard pass from Harris to Cole
Magner with 10 minutes and 3
seconds remaining in the third
quarter. The Colonels came
back after quarterback Matt
Guice hooked up with receiver
Andre Ralston for a 45-yard
gain. Ennis carried the ball
into the end zone from the 5
yard-line, but fumbled and
Bowling Green recovered.
Falcon quarterback Josh
Harris then attempted to pass
on the Colonel defense, but his
pass was intercepted by right
tackle Mark Cristiani with 8
minutes and 4 seconds left in
the third quarter. The Colonels
looked to score from the
Bowling Green 19 yard-line.
The Colonels attempted to capitalize on this turnover, by kicking a 36-yard field goal, but
hooked the kick to the left. The
Falcons then scored again in
the third, pushing the score up
to 49-7 after three-quarters of
play.
Early in the fourth quarter,
the Colonels answered with a
23-yard touchdown pass from
quarterback Adam Ellis to
Aaron Murray. This strike

made the score 49-13.
The Falcons then bounced
back and scored two more
times in the fourth quarter,
making the final score 63-13.
The Colonels were led by
Ennis, who carried the ball 14
times for a total of 111 yards
and one touchdown. Ennis was
the leading rusher in the game.
Eastern quarterbacks managed to split time in this contest, as Matt Guice was 11 of 15
with 109 yards, and Adam Ellis
was 8 of 17 with 61 yards and
one passing touchdown.
The Colonel defense was led
by the forces of Justen Rivers
and Carl Hayden. who each
had four solo tackles. Also
sparking the Colonel defense
was Donell Allison who had
three solo tackles and a total of
12 tackles on the day. Jerome
Jones chipped in with 10 total
tackles during the contest.
The Colonels were outmanned in Thursday's season
opener, where Bowling Green
had 644 total yards, in comparison of Eastern's 309 yard total.
"I'm glad that we opened up
with a team like Bowling
Green. Our offensive line
played exceptionally well. Matt
Guice stepped up. and our
defensive front had a good
game." Hope said.
Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@eku.edu

Eastern is set to
pick up win over
Appalachian State
BY TODO PURVIS

Sports editor

Eastern's football team is
scheduled to open the home
portion of the season this
Saturday, by hosting the No. 11
ranked Mountaineers of
Appalachian State University;
"They are a team that has
gotten a top ranking, and has
been aspired to win their conference championship in the
past. They have excellent team
speed and they play very hard."
said Head Coach Danny Hope.
The rivalry between the two
teams' dates back to 1971.
Since then, the two teams have
met eight times, where the
Colonels are down in the
series. 2-6.
The Colonels look to have
the same amount of success
they had against this team last
season, when they downed
Appalachian State by a margin
of 36-28.
Coming into this game, the
Colonels know they will have
another tough task ahead of
them. "Appalachian State is a
great team, but it is a great
op|)ortunity to beat a ranked 1AA opponent." Hope said.
The Mountaineers return 36
lettermen to this year's team,
from last season. This season
Appalachian State will bring a
great amount of talent back to
their squad: they will be returning seven defensive starters,
including defensive end KT.
Stovall.
"Stovall is a very active player, he puts a lot of pressure on
quarterbacks." Hope said.
The Mountaineers also
return two wide receivers from
last year's team, and a good
quarterback, with several
games of experience under his
belt. "Their quarterback
(Richie Williams) is very athletic, and keeping him inside the
pocket is going to be a big
issue." Hope said.
This week, the Colonels have
been preparing for the game
much like they do for any other
game, but have had to adapt to
the bad weather conditions.

"We have been working on a
lot of wet ball drills because it
has been raining everyday,"
Hope said.
The Colonels are coming
into this week's home opener,
led by tailback Terry Ennis, and
receivers Allen Evans and
Andre Ralston. On the other
side of the ball. Eastern will be
led by safeties Donell Allison
and Carl Hayden. and linebackers Justen Rivers and Jerome
Jones.
Both
Eastern
and
Appalachian State have played
one game this season. Both suffered losses in their season
opener, as the Mountaineers
lost to Hawaii by a score of
40-17. and the Colonels lost to
Bowling Green State by a margin of 63-13. Last season the
Mountaineers and the Colonels
both had an overall record of
8-4-as well. This season, we
are taking the field every
Saturday hoping to win, but the
only way to do this is by playing
harder than our opponent,"
Hope said.
This game will be televised
by College Sports television,
which is a new network that
launched in April, and is devoted solely to 24-hour coverage of
collegiate sports.
This weekend, Hope is looking forward to a large turnout
for the season opener.
"We are expecting a packed
house, lots of greek students,
freshmen, and a number of former players have committed to
coming out for the game." Hope
said.
Tickets to Saturday's game
will be on sale weekdays at the
Eastern Athletic Office in
Alumni Coliseum. Room 126 or
may be purchased by phoning
the Ticket Office at 622-2122.
Students with a valid school ID
will be able to attend the game
free of charge.
The game begins at 3:30
p.m.. Saturday.
"Our goal is to fill the stadium". Hope said. 'This is a great
weekend for the students to
stay up here, and welcome
Appalachian State to a hornet's
nest."

Reach Todd at
todd_purvisl@ehu.edu

236 West Main Street
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Campus Only
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Student radio station may close

ound
th
with Katie
Weitkamp

BY EWC BABBKB

Staff writer

Eastern students could soon lose
a source of free music. After 21 years
of operafion. Eastern's only studentrun radio station, WXII, will close its
doors unless the station can recruit a
new faculty adviser.
"We have until Dec. 15 to get an
adviser ... and we have a couple of
people in mind," Nikole Robinson
said. She is a broadcasting major
who works for the station known as
TheX.
Doug Rogers, the station's current faculty adviser, said he came to
the decision to step down with
Renee Everett, chair of the department of communication, during the
summer.
"The dynamics of the (radio)
industry have changed." Rogers said.
Five corporations own nearly 70
percent of all broadcast licenses in
the United States, making it difficult
for small stations to compete and for
anyone to get a job in radio. Rogers
said Internet radio has further fragmented audiences by targeting specific audiences and allowing listeners to personalize play lists.
"Plans are moving forward to
shut (the radio station] down at the
end of the semester," said Everett.
She said the station would continue
operation if the staff could find a

Classic movie
remake
anticipated

-Willy Wonka and the Chocolate
Factory" isn't my favorite movie of all
time, but it is sitting on the top of my
movie stack — of course, that means
I've watched it or borrowed it most
recently.
Yes. I am talking about the 1971
classic based on Roald Dahl's
"Charlie and the Chocolate Factory."
Why? It was recently brought to my
attention that Tim Burton is going to
do a remake of it, but what really
excited me (and several other women
and gay men) would be the fact that
Johnny Depp may be playing Wonka.
There are very few people you can
trust with a story such as this. And a
remake of an already popular movie
is risky. I do have my reservations,
can Depp really do as well as Gene
Wilder, back in the day? And Burton
... Can he do as well as Mel Stuart? I
don't know. But I do know that
Burton did an amazing job with
another of Dahl's stories, if you
haven't seen "James and the Giant
Peach," get down to the movie store.
And I do know that Depp is more
than just his good looks. I mean, did
you see his other confectionery
delight "Chocolat?"
BY KATIE WEITKAMP
But then again, it's a remake.
Apparently, they're trendy now. Managing editor
"Oceans Eleven," "Freaky Friday,"
Punjab India Restaurant is giving
"Psycho." "Sabrina" and "The Parent
Trap" were all remade. Some turned Richmond a taste of India. The
restaurant, which opened in July.
out better than others.
I'm a big Dahl fan, so I'm a little offers affordable food with Indian
apprehensive. The movie could suck flair.
The chicken vindaloo has the
and then kids wouldn't want to know
what an oompa loompa is. There is, at perfect amount of spices and potaleast one decent movie because of toes, cooked in hot sauce, and the
water glass is attended to often. And
Dahl's imagination.
if you've never tried chicken curry,
their version also rates high.
To help keep your mouth cool.
try the basket of bread for tasty
Reach Katie at
nan. unleaven bread baked in the
katherine weitkam@eku.edu

Nathan Gray Progress
WXII togo is desplayed on the wall in
the Donovan Annex Building.

"pretty much just rained on our
parade."
Mitchell said the station is still
making money, but attributed declining interest to a lack of promotion.
Kirin Knapp, visual coordinator
and Web designer for WXII, said staff
members have been passing out flyers
around campus and at New Student
Days.
However, their efforts went unrewarded, several students such as
Michael Padgett a computer science
major from Somerset, confirmed
Mitchell's suspicions.
"We have a radio station?" he
asked.

Nathan Gray/Progress
Nikole Robinson works at the student radio station that may close this
December if another faculty adviser is not found before then.

new faculty adviser, but they have
not yet done so.
WXII can be heard on channel 60
on campus television and can be
found on the Web at http://wxiiradio.tripod.com.
Waning interest from students
to work for the station has been
indicative of its decline. Rogers
estimates less, than five students
per semester show interest in
working at the station.
"No jobs are out there, no one's
listening, and no one's interested,"

Rogers said.
Rogers said the station's closing
will have little effect on the department The faculty has been gradually
moving away from radio for years, an
industry Rogers called a "dinosaur."
He said the department will however,
have more financial flexibility by not
having to sponsor the station.
Jay Mitchell, station manager at
WXII, said the staff had been
"pumped up" about the station this
semester, but when they received
word the station would soon close, it

Reach Eric at
eric barrier@ekn.edu

Richmond finds alternative to boring meals
tandoori style
oven. For a single piece of
bread, there
are
several
other choices,
including tandoori
roti,
Indian whole
wheat bread
cooked in the
tandoor, and
garlic nan.
The spicy scale includes mild,
medium and hot. And the restaurant
serves vegetarian and meat dishes,
including lamb, seafood and chick-

en for lunch and dinner. Lunch is
from 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m. and dinner is
from 5-10 p.m.
Lunch specials are $5.25-$6.25
and dinner tops out at about $12.25.
The restaurant is clean and
sometimes shows Indian music
videos. It is decorated with colorful
Indian artwork.
Service is very attentive, and
though the wait for the food seemed
a little long, it is well worth it.
Punjab Indian Restaurant is
located at. 1071 Berea Rd. in
Richmond. It offers catering, takeout, dine-in and is open seven days
a week.

But keep in mind, if you're a
huge cheeseburger fan. you won't
find any American food at this
restaurant. This food isn't for people
who can't deal with rice or curry.
I give Punjab India Restaurant
four out of five palettes for great
food and service.

0000
Reach Katie at
katherine weitkamiieku.edu

Progress Classifieds

Call:
6221881

Find money, find a car, find an apartment, find a job, find a deal, find a pet, find books, find a honey ...
to the Stuff Sale, Sat.
Sept. 6 from 8 a.m.-2
p.m. at Northridge
Church behind Winn
Dixie. Proceeds to
benefit needs in
Haiti.

Duplex For Rent
2BR. 11/2 bath all
appliances $375 plus deposit, no pets. 925-9110.
Duplex.
3 Bedroom. 2
bath.
$550
month
deposit
Call 624-8432

HELP WANTED
Help
Wanted:
Bluegrass Pride, an
environmental nonprofit serving Central
Kentucky, is currently seeking a full-time
AmehCorps member
to serve as a liaison
between Pride and
the 230 schools in its
region. Main responsibilities
include
developing outreach
materials
and
enhancing Pride's
resource
library.Contact
Angela Dossett at
859-266-1572
for
more information.
Help
Wanted:
Bartender trainees
needed, $250 a day
potential Local positions.
1 -800-9833985, ext. 283.
Certified
Child
Cere: Openings for
any age M-F 5 p.m8 a.m. Sat. upon
request. White Hall
school district. 6235884.

FQR. SALE
For Sale: Yamaha
EMX620 PA Head.

$247. Call 622-1644,
Lynn.

FREEP1ES
Free Makeover: For
females with long,
straight hair (shoulder length or longer).
Sponsored by Locks
of Love. Call Hair
Sensations Beauty
Salon. 626-5005.

FOR RENT
For Rent: Great
view for college
Sraduate or faculty,
tone cottage w/fireplace, 2 bedroom.
Country home. 6233289

»E

Pets and
Supplies
Free Puppies to a good
home, born June 24th.
have had their shoots
small breed dogs, male
and lemale
CALL 986-1327.

Australian Shepherd
puppy, red Muriel, has her
shots. 606-256-4924

Dash Hound puppies 6
weeks old 606-256-2808
or 859 228-0363
Australian Shepherds for
sale, tool stock

Apartments For
Rent
Berea 2 bedroom. 1 bath,
w/d hookup, appliances,
central H/A $400 . $350
dep No Pets 986-3636 /f
Attordadable housing?
Richmond Manor
Apts, 743 N 3rd St.
Is accepting applications
lor 1.2.3 a 4 Bedrooms.
A well maintained setting
Services include water,
garbage pickup, maintenance Appliances furnished, carpeted, blinds,
central heat/air No Application FEE Applica-

tions ojyen QuL2prn5pm daily. 743N 3rd
St TDD 1-800-247
2510 Office hrs9-5 M-F,
Equal Housing opportunity
Large 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE APT.
guaranteed quiet. $495.
CALL 623-3486.

369-5025
Full blooded
Pit Bull puppies lor sale
Call anytime 314-7884

Located 103 Manna
Drive, ibdrm. W/D hookup, new carpel. $350 00
month 859-625-0450

LLA:

Spring
Break)
Spring Break with
STS, America's # 1
student tour operator. Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group
discounts.
Info/reservations at
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com.
Yard Sale: Need to
furnish your dorm
room or apt? Come

Roommate
Wanted
Female roommate to
share 4br/3ba new home
w/ busy professional An
appliances plus w/d. am
menittes include satelrte
internet, fireplace, large
poarch. wonderful
farm/country setting with
horses Giant private yard
bordenng on a creek
4miles from town Room
for storage (lurnished or
not) 275 month 6268043
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Nice 1 Bedroom. $321
month, includes utilil os
Call 623-0984 or
623-8481

Nice 1 Bedroom. $350
month, includes utilities.
lease 4deposrt Located
on Gen Lane Call
623-0984 or 623-8481

Roomy. 2 Bedroom. $410
includes utilities Lease
deposit No pets Gen Ln
623-0984 or 623 8481
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1 ft 2 Bedroom Apts, Ava
Now.
Lease,
deposit
Stove. Refngerator. heat a
Air 623-2603. 623-0918

5562

Rooms For Rent

Personals
START DATING TONIGHT! Have tun meeting
eligible singles in your
area Toll Free 1 -800RO
MANCE ext 9735 1

Large eflieciency.
5250/plus utilities 4
deposit, no pets. 624-

ROOMS FOR RENT.
Weekly. Daily. Monthly
Apartments & Efficiencies
Sprinkler system
Glyndon Hotel. 6231224

1 and 2 Bedroom flata
4 Townhouse*
Refngerator. Stove. Central
Heating/air,
W/D
Hookup, Some units provide
washers & dryers
1 mth free w/12 mth lease.

Town 4 Country
Rental*.

Special, Clean,
1 bedroom. Available
Immediately. $95 00 wk.
All utilities included

625-5757.

Apartments For
Rent
109 N Porter Or,
apartment around back
two bedrooms, one bath.
large rooms, All
appliances furnished
including w/d garage. Big
yard. $500 deposit, rent
includes utilities, no pets

624-2676
2 Bdrm. 1 bath. Central
Heat
S Air Private inground
pool
Washer, dryer. Lease

$600
mo w$600 Deposit All
ut.
pd 1 Bedroom, $375 ut
Pd.
$375 dep 859-624-9919
2 bedroom. Apt.
Water. Trash Paid
Oft Street Parking
Laundry & Storage
12 mo Lease

624-2796,
1.2 • 3 BEDROOM
APTS
FOR RENT
Daytime 623-7330
Evenings 623-3680
1/2 Off 1»t
Month Rent
1 A 2 bedroom Apts
Turpm J Bailaid Dr.
Utilities Pd Stove, refngerator furnished No
pets
859-314-8330.

iBDOD
TownhouMS. No Pets

623-9156, 623-8985, 6242116 Morrow Rentals,
Shade Tree Apts
1 bedroom downtown,
$295 month, deposit, no
pels. 623-1818 or
582-1802.623-7390.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT For rent $300
month. $200 deposit ♦ utilities. Call 623-9195
1 Bedroom a 3 bedroom
apartment lor rent Near
campus No Pels
Call 625-0916

623-9304
$349 mo.
HousesFor Rent
2bedroom. w/d hookup.
$350. plus utilities.
deposit, no pels, 624-5562
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH
WASHER/DRYER $600
MONTH $450 DEPOSIT
CALL 582-8413
Berea or Richmond,
1 & 2 Bedroom apart
ments. $360 6 $450
month Call 624 1900
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2BEDROOM. $40000 A
MONTH. PLUS
UTILITIES. DEPOSIT.
LEASE FENCED YARD
623-0274
3 Bedroom home Basement large yard on quiet
residential street in town
Close to campus $675
month Deposit No pets
623-7082

Berea 2 Bedroom. 1 bath,
w/d hookup, appliances,
storage.
$425 * $400
dap. No Pets 986-3636
Homes tor rent $0
Down
Homes! No Credit OKI
Qov't a Bank Repoe. $0
to low down. For Listings. 1-800-501-1777
EXT. 9821
Move In Today). Deposit
only! No rant until
October let. Newly
Renovated, 2 bedrooms. 428 W
Walnut Call tor an appointment 624-0266
Payne Rentals
Extra Nice, 1 a 2 Bedroom apartments Available now Call 623-8820

Help Wanted
—" GOVT POSTAL
JOBS" PUBLIC
ANNOUNCEMENTUSPS15LDUPTO

$2916
PER HOUR FREE
CALL/APPLICATION
INFORMATION. NOW
HIRING 2003I FEDERAL
HIRE-UP BENEFITS.
PAID TRAINING. 1-800-

892-5549 EXT. 92
Custodian
Immediate opening lor
part
time custodian with 2-3
years experience Must
be
available for flexible
hours.
Pre-employment physical
and background check required Hourly Rale is
$7.
Contact Richard at
623-4028
Dnvers Needed
now hiring CDL
( class A, non hazardous)
and non CDL dnvers
positions available
immediately please apply
in person at A a A
Express. Inc . 100
Industry
Road Between 8 and 5
no phone calls please.
EOE

HELP WANTED
Hiring tor 2003 Postal
Positions ' $14.80S36.00/HR ' Federal
Hire with lull benefits- '
No experience necessa
ry 'Groan Card O.K. Call
1-«77-329-5268 EXT. 375

Government Jobs'
Wildlite/Postal$13.2l lo
$48.00 per hour Paid
Training Full Benefits. No
experience necessary
Application a Exam
Information Toll Free
1-888-778-4266 ext. 140

CDL-A DRIVERS:
Minimum 3 months
expenence 'Team Runs to
West Coast' Late Model
Equipment'Great pay
miles a benefits Call
Sieve Mox Trucking Ask
for MarcITt

ATTENTION
WORK
If this 4 lener word Doesn't
scare your, we Have
something in Common.
SJCall Monday!'**
859-626-8223 or Call our
Sunday Hotline from 2-5
Postal Jobs "Announcement/Public HUSPS2475"
Up lo $29.16 hour, applicalion/information.
Free
Call NOW HIRING 2003'
Federal Hire-Full Benefits
1-800-892 5144 ext 375
A
GREAT
CAREER!
EARN UP To $900/wk NO
CDL? NO CREDITI National Companies Need
Driver Traneea!
Financial Aid Available Toll
Free 1-866-619-6081

Lawn mowing and
occasional light larm and
yard work available Earn
15$ and up an hour. I
provide equipment Call
for immediate work
626-8043
Experienced Licenced
Plumber or helper

Agents needed for expanding local phone company Unlimited income
potential, serious inquines
only Call Toll Free
1-877-557-1524
$$$UP TO $529
WEEKLY!
Mailing letters Irom
home
Easy! Any Hours'
Full/parttime No expenence
necessary U.S Digest I888-389-1790 24 hours
MEDICAL BILLING/DATA
ENTRY' Growing
Industry.
Work own hours training
provided no expenence
necessary
1-866-509-1815 ext 519

NEWSPAPER
ROUTES
AVAILABLE!
Apply In
person at
The Richmond
Register
Office.
Monday-Friday
8AM-5PM.
TRICO SECURITY.
Inc.
is accepting applications
for a full lime, third shift
position, pay rate is
$6 50
an hour in the Richmond
area Drug test and
background check required.
Previous applicants need
nol apply
If interested call Monday
thru Friay 8-4.
623-8240 or lax resume
623-5297
LEARN a HOME to
Work
FROM YOUR COMPUT
ER1
Become
a
medical/legal transcriptionist. paralegal

coder or

biller'

rj od
pay lots ol opportunities
Visit
www merhtec.com
or
CAM toll Iree' 1 877 335-
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